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This document was created by RK&K with input from Partnership for the Delaware Estuary (PDE) to 

summarize input gathered via a series of engagement opportunities created to solicit feedback on the 

Core Elements of a Revised Comprehensive Conservation Management Plan (CCMP) for the Delaware 

Estuary.  It includes input received at eight open houses, 12 presentations to stakeholder groups, and 

comments submitted online.  The open houses and stakeholder presentations were held between late 

August 2017 and mid October 2017, and the online comments were submitted throughout this period. 

This summary includes an overview of the process and synthesis of the comments offered by participants 

at each open house and stakeholder presentation, with an appendix containing more specific and detailed 

comments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Partnership for the Delaware Estuary (PDE), on behalf of the Delaware Estuary Program (DELEP), has 

invited input from key stakeholders for revising the Comprehensive Conservation Management Plan for 

the Delaware Estuary (CCMP).   

PHASE 1: EXPERT STAKEHOLDER INPUT  
Input was solicited from approximately 300 scientists and experts on topics related to Healthy Waters, 

Healthy Habitats, and Healthy Communities, the thematic areas proposed for the revised CCMP. (These 

thematic areas later became Clean Waters, Healthy Habitats, and Strong Communities.)  

In Spring 2016, over 150 of these experts provided responses to a series of open-ended questions on 

actions underway and actions needed to address these topics. Input was also received from three public 

listening sessions held in Summer 2016 for feedback on a basic set of draft goals for each theme. PDE 

compiled all feedback into an “Ideas Document,” along with additional feedback collected from its Science 

and Technical Advisory Committee (STAC) and Estuary Implementation Committee (EIC) in Fall 2016.  Over 

1,700 ideas were collected and categorized into this document, for their suitability as final CCMP actions.  

Following this initial stakeholder process, the same experts were invited to participate in a series of 

workshops to further refine the Ideas Document for inclusion in goals, strategies, and actions of the 

revised CCMP. Information gathered at the nine CCMP Expert Workshops was used to create a “Core 

Elements” document, a rough outline of goals and strategies for the revised CCMP. The Core Elements 

Document made it possible to undertake an assessment to identify whether the preliminary strategies 

were vulnerable to climate change. To undertake a climate vulnerability assessment for the preliminary 

strategies, PDE held a series of workshops to gather further input from experts. The climate vulnerability 

assessment provided PDE with an opportunity to further vet preliminary strategies with expert 

stakeholders in order to ensure that the Delaware Estuary Program is thoughtfully investing time, effort, 

and resources in strategies that will continue to be meaningful and important in the face of climate change 

stressors. 

Once the climate vulnerability assessment was complete, the Estuary Implementation Committee (EIC) 

and the Steering Committee (SC) worked to further refine the Core Elements based on feedback and 

discussion, and created a document available for review to a broader group of partners and constituents.   

PHASE 2: LOCAL/PARTNER STAKEHOLDER INPUT 
With the refined Core Elements in-hand, PDE embarked on the Phase 2 Stakeholder Engagement effort 

designed to obtain input from a broader group of local stakeholders and partners. The goal of this effort 

was to explain the CCMP revision process, to have stakeholders review the Core Elements strategies, and 

to provide various opportunities for feedback. There were three types of engagement opportunities: open 

houses, presentations to stakeholder groups, and public feedback via the PDE website. The Core Elements 

document made available to stakeholders participating in this process is included here as Appendix A. 

Participants were provided with a comment form with the following questions asked for each of the three 

themes (Clean Water, Healthy Habitats, and Strong Communities):  

- Which of these strategies would or would not work here? 

- Is something missing that you think is important? 
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- Do you have ideas for how we can implement these strategies in your area? 

- Are there potential partners or innovative new things in your area that we might not be aware 

of? 

OPEN HOUSES 
The goal of the open houses was to explain the CCMP revision process, to have stakeholders review the 

Core Elements strategies, and to provide opportunity for feedback.  

Open Houses were planned and facilitated by the consulting firm RK&K, with input from PDE and the EIC, 

and logistical assistance from PDE.  Eight open houses were held in the fall of 2017 at the following dates, 

times, and locations, and attracted the following number of participants: 

Date Time Venue Location # of Participants 

9/12 11:30 – 1:30 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ 11 

9/12 4:30 – 6:30 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA 14 

9/13 4:30 – 6:30 Hildacy Preserve Media, PA 3 

9/19 4:30 – 6:30 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE 11 

9/26 11:30 – 1:30 Virden Center Lewes, DE 12 

9/28 11:30 – 1:30 Camden County Environmental Center Cherry Hill, NJ 10 

9/28 4:30 – 6:30 Bartram’s Garden Philadelphia, PA 10 

10/5 4:30 – 6:30 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ 21 

 

The locations were selected to ensure that stakeholders from various geographies were afforded 

opportunities to participate. These locations were also intended to include areas with the largest number 

of of PDE stakeholders, partners, and Estuary News subscribers. 

OPEN HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS 
PDE advertised the open houses in several different ways. 

Method of Advertisement Metrics 

WHYY 90.9 FM radio - 13 30-second underwriting ads 
on Newsworks using PDE advertising credits. 

~580,000 listeners per week 

League of Conservation Voters – sent emails two weeks 
prior to each open house to PA and NJ list. 

~ 2500 on the list serve 

PDE Summer newsletter - Full-page article with dates of 
each open house listed. 

Mailed and shipped 23,635 print copies, 
with hundreds more available as handouts 
at Pennsylvania Coast Day and elsewhere 

PDE E-newsletter - emailed end of August as an e-
newsletter to PDEs email contacts 

7,289 people 

Google Calendar - Each open house was listed on PDE’s 
website, both on the Google Calendar and as an event 
post 

8,113 unique visitors per month, on 
average 

PDE current donors - One-page invitation mailed over 
Labor Day as part of fall donor memo  

1,200 people 
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PDE Mass email on August 17 inviting attendance at 
open house with list of dates; follow up email to full 
listserv sent September 25 

Opened by 14.6% of our full listserv (7,289 
people), or 1,074 readers 

Twitter - Each open house was posted on Twitter using 
eight tweets tagging each meeting venue 

1,499 followers 

Facebook - Each state's open houses was posted using 
three posts that tag each meeting venue 

3,364 likes  

Linked-in - Posted on August 22 232 followers 

 

In addition to these outreach methods, updates were given by PDE staff at regularly-scheduled meetings 

of multiple groups that PDE typically attends (like cluster group meetings, SAN meetings, or Bayshore 

Coalition meetings). Additionally, partners helped to promote the open houses via email, on their 

websites, and on their social media accounts. 

OPEN HOUSE AGENDA 
The open houses were set up to allow participants the flexibility to participate in a manner that they were 

able. Each open house ran for two hours, from 11:30 to 1:30 (to invite a lunch crowd), or from 4:30 to 

6:30 (to invite an after-work crowd).  

Open houses had four stations with information. The first station, the Welcome Station, greeted guests 

as they walked in the door. There was a sign-in sheet, an informational brochure, a questionnaire form 

(to be brought with participants to each station), copies of the Core Elements document, and a selection 

of light refreshments. The other three stations were subject-matter stations—one each for Clean Waters, 

Healthy Habitats, and Strong Communities. These stations each had two posters- one with an introduction 

to the theme, and one with the theme’s Core Elements. PDE team members were situated at the Welcome 

Station and around the room to engage participants and provide additional information as needed. 

Forty-five minutes into the open house, team members began a presentation. The presentation provided 

an overview of the CCMP and revision process to date, and reviewed the Core Elements and the goals of 

the open house. The presentation was followed by a facilitated group discussion about the Core Elements. 

During the presentation and facilitated group discussion, the stations remained open. Following the group 

discussion, participants were urged to continue reviewing the information at the stations and to turn in 

comment sheets with any additional input. 

SUMMARY OF ALL OPEN HOUSE COMMENTS 
There were two methods of collecting feedback during the open houses: through the comment sheets 

and through facilitated group discussion following the presentation. The summary that follows is a review 

of both. For detailed notes and results from comment sheets, please see Appendix B. 

Overall, participants approved of the Core Elements document; by and large, they saw the Core Elements 

document as too general and were interested in digging deeper into strategies and offering 

recommendations for strategy focal areas and actions. The recommendations for core element/strategy 

wording changes are listed here.  
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RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO STRATEGIES/STRATEGY WORDING 

Goal/Strategy  Core Element Wording Comments 

W 2.4 Coordinate and promote research and 
monitoring efforts (chemical, physical, 
biological) associated with the causes of 
water quality impacts throughout the 
Delaware Estuary. 

Too broad. 

W 3 Sustain Flow for Drinking Water and 
Ecosystems 

Should say, “Sustain flow to decrease 
impacts to drinking water and 
ecosystems.” 
 
Should be listed first (as W 1). 

W 3.5 Promote and assist in implementing 
Regional Sediment Management  
 

Should include the word “toxins.” 

C 1.1 Restore working waterfronts Should say, “Create economic uplift for 
low-income waterfronts by restoring 
critical and native habitats” 
 
Should say, “Identify and restore 
working waterfronts.” 

C 1.3 Protect and enhance natural areas and 
public access 

Should say, “Protect and enhance 
communities, natural areas, and public 
access.” 

C 2.2 Utilize events to increase stewardship and 
engage new people and communities 

Should say, “Utilize events to increase 
stewardship and engagement new 
people and diverse communities.” 

H 2 Stem Forest Loss Description should better reflect the 
specific goal. 
 
Should include the words “restore” 

H 3 Increase and Improve Fish and Shellfish 
Habitat 

Too specific, should be “Increase and 
improve estuarine habitats.” 

H 3.4 Protect and restore horseshoe crabs and 
their habitat 

Should include protecting beaches for 
communities. 

 

Please note that these comments do not necessarily represent a group consensus. These comments were 

made by individuals and may or may not have been confirmed by the group at large.  

SUMMARY OF TOPICS OF INTEREST 

Most time during the open house discussions and most space on comment sheets was dedicated to 

recommending focal areas for Core Element strategies. Many people across open houses and comment 

sheets commented on the following topics:  

- Establishing baselines, especially for water 

- Support for land use planning, especially to curb the impact that development has on water 

quality 
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- Creating a central repository for information and current projects in the watershed 

- Creating opportunities for technology transfer both from outside and within the Delaware 

Estuary watershed, especially for small organizations (for natural infrastructure solutions) and 

coastal communities (for resilience) 

- Including invasive species in the CCMP 

- Supporting the green economy, specifically promoting jobs and investment in green 

infrastructure and ecotourism 

- Including climate change and resilience in the CCMP 

- Concern for funding 

- Interest in seeing connections between CCMP strategies clearly represented in the document 

- Including Departments of Transportation as partners, particularly for habitat goals 

- Outreach 

o Working with municipalities 

o Working with businesses and industries 

o Outreach on plastics (bags, microbeads, etc.) 

- Research 

o Tying economics and value to ecosystem services 

o On emerging contaminants 

LIST OF RECOMMENDED PARTNERS: 

BUSINESS 

- Business community 

- Industrial 

- Port of Wilmington 

- Maritime/port entities 

- Fisheries 

- Waterfront-related businesses 

- Kalmar Nykel 

- Sports Teams 

- Resource Environmental Solutions 

- Utilities (including American Water) 

- Manufacturing 

- Green Solutions (out of Millsboro DE) 

- Sustainable Energy Utility 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

- Radio stations 

- Comcast 

- PBS 

 

NONPROFITS, ALLIANCES, AND INITIATIVES 

- Heritage Conservancy Friends of the 

Delaware Canal 

- Delaware Riverkeeper 

- Climate and Urban Systems Partnership 

(CUSP) 

- Delaware River Watershed Initiative 

(DRWI) 

- National Wildlife Foundation (NWF) 

- Association of Bayshore Communities 

- Audubon 

- NJ Climate Adaptation Alliance 

- Delaware Bay Oyster Restoration Task 

Force 

- Economic Development Groups 

- Stroud Water Resources Center 

- William Penn Foundation 

- Watershed associations 

- Camden Green Ambassador 

- NJ Climate Alliance (Rutgers University) 

- Clean Air Council 
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- PA Horticulture Society 

- South Jersey Bayshore Coalition 

- Interfaith Power and Light  

- NJ Watershed Ambassadors 

- Bayshore Heritage Byway 

- Delaware’s Bayshore Byway 

- Pine Barrens Scenic Byway 

RECREATIONAL AND HOBBYIST GROUPS 

- Master Gardeners 

- Master Naturalists 

- PA Watershed Stewards 

- Boating and fishing groups 

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES 

- Ecological Society of America - Society of Wetland Scientists 

SITES 

- Nature Centers 

- Churches 

- Museums (including Academy of Natural 

Sciences of Drexel University) 

- National Parks 

EDUCATION 

- Network of Elementary Science 

Teachers 

- Private School Teachers 

- Alliance for Watershed Education 

- University Agricultural Extensions 

- Universities (including UDel- forestry, 

UDel Water Resources Agency) 

 

GOVERNMENT ENTITIES 

- Bucks County Conservation District 

- Departments of Transportation 

(including DelDOT for habitat work in 

particular) 

- Departments of Agriculture 

- Mercer County Park Commission 

(forestry work) 

- US Forest Service 

- NOAA 

- Agricultural Resource Center in Newark 

- USFWS 

- USACE 

- NRCS 

- National Park Service 

- Larger municipalities 

 

SUMMARY OF EACH OPEN HOUSE 
The following is a summary of the input received during discussions and on comment sheets at the open 

houses. This information will be relevant in crafting language in CCMP actions. 

TULPEHAKING NATURE CENTER 
Participants at the Tulpehaking Nature Center were interested in how the CCMP could use history and 

cultural heritage to strengthen the connection that people have to their waterways. The area has long 

been involved with archaeological studies, and participants were well-versed in the history of their region. 

There was a clear consensus among the group that the CCMP actions related to waterfronts should include 

historic waterfronts, and not just “working” ones.  

Attendees engaged in discussion around the idea of access and what it meant. To attendees, publicly-

accessible green spaces, forests, and waterfront areas are important. So, too, is how people would access 
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those spaces (e.g., through public transportation), and how safe they would feel once they arrive. 

Participants observed that it’s not enough just to have these locations—for people to want to use them, 

they have to feel safe and that their needs are met in those spaces. 

This venue was located geographically the farthest north of the open house series (at the upper end of 

the estuary), and participants were interested in having the boundaries of the Delaware Estuary study 

area extend farther northward to include additional forested habitat and communities in this area.   

SILVER LAKE NATURE CENTER 
At the Silver Lake Nature Center, the discussion began with an interest in citizen science, and wove back 

and forth through that topic throughout the open house. Participants wanted to use citizen science to 

empower the public to understand and monitor drinking water. Participants also wanted to harness the 

power of citizen science to better track water pollution. The interest in pollution trends didn’t stop there—

participants were also interested in inventorying brownfields and historic industrial sites to determine 

their impact on water quality, including an action on toxins, and better defining what is meant by “healthy 

water.” 

Attendees were also interested in creating employment opportunities with the green economy—they 

wanted to see green jobs included more explicitly in the CCMP, and there was emphasis placed on entry-

level employment.  Attendees were also interested in engaging more in the political realm, educating 

legislators, providing evidence for legislative change, and having the public sign on to petitions. 

HILDACY PRESERVE 
The limited number of attendees at the Hildacy Preserve Open House allowed for a more in-depth 

conversation on issues of concern for participants. The group discussed issues of race, inclusion, exclusion, 

and diversity in environmental institutions and movements. Attendees felt strongly that the 

environmental world has not been good at encouraging participation from or voices of people of color, 

and that it is imperative to increase diversity in environmental institutions moving forward. They felt that 

diversity in environmental institutions is needed in order to engage diverse stakeholders. Participants 

wanted to call out that there have been many stakeholders historically left out of environmental 

conversations, and asked that action C2.2 include the words “engage diverse communities.”  

Participants at this open house were also interested in including information about plastics in the CCMP. 

They were surprised not to see the word “plastic” in the Core Elements, and believe that it would be an 

important item that the public could latch onto and support. Actions about microbeads and plastic bags 

were suggested.  

ASHLAND NATURE CENTER 
Participants at Ashland Nature Center were very interested in outreach and working with businesses and 

industries in the watershed, habitats not directly identified in the core elements, and forest habitat 

quality.  In terms of working with businesses and industries, participants discussed at length the benefit 

of involving local corporations, particularly those with roots in the region or those with unique industries. 

The benefit, they believed, included opportunities to work together on projects and to develop stronger 

ties that would allow for outreach work to help implement BMPs.  

Regarding impressions on Healthy Habitats, participants discussed at length the avian and mammal 

species not addressed directly by the CCMP. There was concern that Goal H3 regarding fish and shellfish 
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were too focused on PDE goals and not the needs of the estuary program. Participants were interested in 

including other habitats and other species, and recommended that Goal H3 be expanded to encompass 

estuarine habitats in general. 

Finally, participants at Ashland were interested in better clarifying goals around forest habitat. 

Participants indicated that stemming forest loss may not be the most focused goal. Instead, they argued, 

the forest strategies should focus on improving forest habitat quality and reducing forest fragmentation. 

VIRDEN CENTER 
Participants at the Virden Center focused on issues related to the green economy and the possibility of 

supporting technology transfer both from outside and within the Delaware Estuary watershed. In regards 

to the green economy, Virden Center attendees were interested in developing more green jobs from 

green infrastructure installation and from ecotourism. They were also interested in better understanding 

and doing outreach around ecosystem service value. There was also a discussion about supporting 

microbreweries and marketing them as part of the ecotourism network because of their interest in local 

clean water. 

Technology transfer ideas ran the gamut from horseshoe crab restoration efforts in Japan to considering 

efforts from the Delaware Center for Inland Bays on stormwater runoff BMPs to having coastal 

communities assist one another with resilience efforts. Supporting land use planning conversations 

between counties in Delaware was also a topic of discussion. 

CAMDEN COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER 
At Camden County Environmental Center, attendees were largely focused on issues pertaining to clean 

water and what was perceived as an absence of climate change topics in the core elements document. 

Participants were very interested in ensuring that drinking water issues were front and center in the 

CCMP, both because drinking water is a topic that the public readily understands, and because it enables 

the discussion of other relevant issues around contaminants and flow. Attendees were interested in clear 

outreach strategies connecting drinking water to other water issues, as well as restoration efforts through 

green infrastructure. They also believed that urban areas and large municipalities should be the focus of 

green infrastructure installations and outreach efforts. Related to this, supporting green jobs (and 

programs that train or support a green job workforce) was seen as a priority. 

Participants were surprised by the lack of language regarding climate change and climate change impacts 

in the core elements document. They were interested in seeing more information regarding research to 

be undertaken to better understand the impacts of climate change (especially on water pollution) and the 

urgency of establishing baselines due to the alterations in water quality and habitat composition and 

acreage from impacts. Attendees were interested in seeing more around habitat and community 

resiliency in the core elements. 

BARTRAM’S GARDEN 
Attendees at Bartram’s Garden were interested in issues around advocacy and outreach. Participants 

wanted advocacy included in the CCMP: advocacy education and direct advocacy (especially around the 

topic of water pollution violators). Participants want more discussion around current and alternative 

energy practices, and want to partner with small nonprofits doing on-the-ground work with 
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environmental justice communities and community health. There was group discussion around the 

concept of doing outreach with success stories related to issues in the Core Elements document. 

BAYSHORE CENTER AT BIVALVE 
At the Bayshore Center at Bivalve, participants were interested in capturing accurate baselines of 

resources and current conditions, and having that information be readily shareable with the public. 

Participants were also interested in focusing efforts on areas not covered by work of other groups. Several 

times during discussion, attendees recommended looking for geographic gaps in work being conducted 

by other groups, and ensuring that those areas (and resources) were included in the CCMP. (An example 

of a geographic gap could be areas not included in Delaware River Watershed Initiative’s clusters.) 

Attendees also discussed better capturing connections between strategies and goals in the Core Elements 

document. Participants were excited by the number of connections between Clean Waters, Healthy 

Habitats, and Strong Communities, but thought that these connections should be better represented in 

the CCMP. Goals and strategies that better connect all the goals should be prioritized. Participants pointed 

out wetland restoration work in Healthy Habitats as being important for water quality and strong 

communities.  Finally, open house attendees were also interested in opportunities for technology transfer 

and information sharing around regional planning efforts on both the New Jersey Bayshore and Delaware 

Bayshore.  Participants wanted to hear about success stories and lessons learned from their counterparts 

across the Bay. 

STAKEHOLDER PRESENTATIONS 
During the same time period that Open Houses were held, PDE staff were included in agendas for regular 

meetings of a variety of stakeholder groups to discuss the Core Elements for a revised CCMP.  Similar 

materials were used for these engagements as for the Open Houses, with limited time permitted for 

discussion/feedback at most. Information about these meetings and a summary of the input provided at 

them can be found below. Where written comments were collected, those are included in Appendix B.  

For meetings where a sign-in sheet was not collected, an approximated number of participants has been 

included, and is indicated with a tilde. 

Date Venue Location Type of 
Interaction 

# of Participants 

8/24 Philadelphia Cluster of 
Delaware River 
Watershed Initiative* 

Philadelphia, PA Presentation ~10 

8/30 NJ Delaware Bayshore 
Council August Board 
Meeting 

Dennis Township 
Municipal Hall in NJ 

Presentation 
and discussion 

18 

9/7 PDE Board Meeting Wilmington, DE Presentation ~15 

9/14 Water Resources 
Association of the 
Delaware River Basin 
Board Meeting 

Lambertville PA Presentation 
and discussion 

~15 

9/15 South Jersey Bayshore 
Coalition 

Millville NJ Presentation 11 
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9/15 StateImpact & 
NJSpotlight The Delaware 
River Watershed: 
Protecting Today 
and Tomorrow 

Camden NJ Presentation ~30 

9/18 Joint STAC and EIC 
meeting 

Philadelphia PA Presentation, 
feedback from 
STAC 

~30 

9/20 Schuylkill Action Network 
Bus Tour* 

Schuylkill Watershed Brief remarks 
with invitation to 
send comments 

~20 

9/22 Schuylkill Action Network 
Education and Outreach 
Work Group 

Fairmount Waterworks in 
Philadelphia, PA 

Presentation 
and discussion 

7 

9/25 Upper Lehigh Cluster of 
the Delaware River 
Watershed Initiative* 

Wildland Conservancy’s 
Air Products 
Environmental Education 
Center in Emmaus, PA 

Presentation 
and discussion 

10 

10/11 Experience the Estuary 
Celebration 

Claymont, DE Brief remarks; 
table with 
information and 
comment sheets 

~400 

10/17 Delaware River 
Watershed Forum 

 Presentation ~50 

* Multiple mass and targeted emails were sent to members and clusters/workgroups of the Schuylkill Action Network 

and Delaware River Watershed Initiative to invite input. 

Comments received from the Stakeholder Presentation engagement work included recommendations on 

outreach (outreach to entities like private developments, waterfront development corporations, and 

businesses; as well as on topics like trail access, ecosystem service values, and riparian buffers), clarifying 

definitions (like “community” and “technical assistance”), and increasing public access. Comments for 

Healthy Habitats focused on dam removal and restoration of fish passage, and creating a plan to acquire 

forest stewardship funding. One discussion also included a recommendation to identify and pursue 

designations that could help to create funding and support for important areas (like “Sentinel 

Landscape”).  

ONLINE COMMENTS 
CCMP revision feedback was invited at additional meetings where PDE staff were in attendance and 
available to present material on the CCMP revision process, without time for discussion. This feedback 
was emailed or submitted online anonymously. An online google form was posted on the PDE website as 
an open platform to gather ongoing feedback on the CCMP revision and was posted online in August 
2017. 
 
Much like the comments received and ideas discussed during the open houses, comments collected online 

largely seemed to accept the general framework of the Core Elements document and instead 

recommended topics for particular CCMP actions. One comment, however, referred specifically to the 
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CCMP process, and indicated that missing stakeholders (of different racial and ethnic origins) was the 

result of systemic racism. 

The comments received regarding Clean Waters focused on topics that commenters wished to see in the 

CCMP, as well as research and outreach opportunities they believed were important. Toxics and emerging 

contaminants were requested to be included, as they are seen as impacting the health of low-income 

populations. Research on persistent organic pollutants (such as C8 and C9) that are resistant to 

environmental degradation was requested. Finally, a commenter requested that outreach to the 

agricultural community be included in the CCMP.  

Comments received on the topic of Healthy Habitats focused on prioritization, regulation, research, and 

monitoring needs. One comment stated that habitats other than the ones currently in the Core Elements 

document need to be included in the CCMP, and another comment stated that the Core Elements need 

to be more inclusive  of beach and shoreline habitat, which need to be protected in order to reduce marsh 

loss behind them. One commenter wanted to generally prioritize habitat areas for preservation and 

restoration, and others wanted more detail for forest (specifically, working to change forest regulation 

that creates monocultures of trees, and mapping ghost forests as a measure of saltwater intrusion) or fish 

and shellfish (researching impingement and entrainment, and supplementing populations of fish and 

shellfish with lab-grown larvae). Finally, one commenter was interested in removal of invasive species 

using volunteer labor, and another wanted general research regarding the impact that sea level rise has 

on watershed resources. 

Strong Communities comments were largely skewed to topics involving coastal communities. 

Commenters wanted the CCMP to focus on work with coastal communities, and especially to support 

municipalities working to address flood protection. One commenter was interested in promoting land use 

planning to help revitalize urban areas and redirect growth from sensitive natural areas. 

Anonymous commenters recommended working with the following partners/groups: 

- National Park Service 

- State Planning Offices 

- NJ Audubon Society 

- RAMSAR Convention 

- Fishing and hunting groups like Ducks Unlimited, Delta Waterfowl, Bass Delaware River 

Fisherman’s Association 

- American Water 

- Camden County Municipal Utility Authority 

- NJ Climate Alliance 

- Agricultural Research Services Newark 

- NJ Watershed Ambassadors 

NEXT STEPS 
This document is provided for the Estuary Implementation Committee’s (EIC) consideration as it works 

with PDE staff to review and complete a first draft of the revised CCMP for the Delaware Estuary.  

Anticipated next steps include: 1) discussion of these results by the EIC within the next 1-2 months to 
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determine if/what comments received warrant new/additional language in the draft revised CCMP, and 

2) incorporation of warranted input/ideas in a draft revised CCMP for Steering Committee review and 

approval in early 2018.  This draft will serve as the basis for a third and final phase of stakeholder 

engagement in the CCMP revision process, anticipated in mid-2018. 
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CCMP Core Elements   
A Draft of Strategies for the Revised 
Comprehensive Conservation and 
Management Plan for the Delaware Estuary  
 
 

Clean Water 
 
Goal W1: Reduce Nutrient Pollution and Its Impacts  
 
How We Will Measure Success:   

 Progress toward improved dissolved oxygen levels  

 Progress toward increased ecosystem health in the Estuary by addressing other nutrient-
related impacts 

 Progress toward decreased nutrients in mainstem and tributaries 

 Progress toward Implementation of non-point source nutrient reduction BMP sites/projects 
throughout the Estuary  

 
Strategy W1.1 Promote innovative infrastructure-related improvements to reduce pollutants from 
point-sources 

Proposed focus: stream sections most impacted  
Likely partners: PWD, DRBC, PDE, Water Resources Association of the Delaware River Basin, CCMUA, 
Wilmington & others 

 
Strategy W1.2 Support innovative planning and design practices to reduce nutrients from stormwater 
and agricultural runoff through promotion, education, and implementation 

Proposed focus: building capacity of sub-watershed partnerships, schools, and companies, for using 
and promoting these practices, including through demonstration sites 
Likely partners: PDE, states, subwatershed collaboration partners (Schuylkill Action Network, 
Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI) clusters, South Jersey Bayshore Council, Christina Basin 
Task Force), Conservation Districts 

 
Strategy W1.3 Promote land use planning by local municipalities that prevents, reduces, and/or more 
efficiently manages stormwater runoff to prevent non-point source pollution 

Proposed focus: building capacity in MS4 communities for using and promoting these practices, 
including through demonstration sites and signage 
Likely partners: PDE, DVRPC, Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissioners, League of 
Municipalities, Sustainable Jersey, Delaware County Coastal Zone Task Force, County Planning 
Departments, states, Conservation Districts, DRWI Clusters 
 

Strategy W1.4 Provide outreach and information to property owners to assist in reducing non-point 
sources of nutrients 

Proposed focus: relevant target audiences for each 
Likely partners: PDE, PWD, states 
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Strategy W1.5 Conduct research and monitoring on nutrient impacts in the Estuary for biological and 
ecological endpoints 

Proposed focus on nutrient impacts related to dissolved oxygen and other factors (e.g. ammonia, 
nitrogen/phosphorous ratios) 
Likely partners: DRBC, PDE, states 

 
 

Goal W2: Reduce Other Pollutants and Their Impacts   
 
How We Will Measure Success:   

 Reduce fish consumption advisories issued by states 

 Reduce the discharge of contaminants 

 Reduce PCBs from point and non-point sources 
 
Strategy W2.1 Conduct outreach and technical assistance programs to reduce non-point sources of 
contaminants  

Proposed focus: Targeted audiences will vary for each of the activities above 
Likely partners: PDE (Partnership for the Delaware Estuary), Philadelphia Water Department (PWD), 
states, DRBC (Delaware River Basin Commission), EPA (Environmental Protection Agency), 
Conservation Districts, Delaware Clean Water Alliance, SAN (Schuylkill Action Network) 

 
Strategy W2.2 Promote the identification, cleanup and revitalization of contaminated sites 

Proposed focus: brownfields and contaminated sites (e.g. Superfund and state sites); sites at risk of 
contributing new or additional contamination due to climate change impacts 
Likely partners: EPA, states, PWD, SAN 

 
Strategy W2.3 Support adaptive management and reporting of pollution reductions 
       Proposed focus: PCBs especially; chlorinated pesticides, metals, volatile organics, and other legacy      
       contaminants  
       Likely partners: DRBC, states, EPA 
 
Strategy W2.4 Coordinate and promote research and monitoring efforts (chemical, physical, 
biological) associated with the causes of water quality impacts throughout the Delaware Estuary  

Proposed focus: pharmaceuticals, personal care products, microplastics, non-traditional organisms 
or endpoints 
Likely partners: DRBC, states, Universities, Sea Grants, PDE 

 
Strategy W2.5 Conduct and coordinate (where appropriate) education, research, monitoring and 
communication about fish and shellfish consumption to protect human health  

Proposed focus: sensitive areas and populations 
Likely partners: States, DRBC, PDE, Sea Grants (PA, NJ, DE) 

 
Strategy W2.6 Improve, sustain and enhance spill communication and response with Delaware 
Estuary partners 

Proposed focus: actions to prevent/reduce/minimize impacts from spills 
Likely partners: US Coast Guard Local Area Committee, Delaware Bay and River Coop, DRBC, PWD 
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Goal W3: Sustain Flow for Drinking Water and Ecosystems 
 
How We Will Measure Success:   

 Achieve and maintain flow at key locations for the protection of downstream water users 

 Develop and meet targets for flow/salinity for fish, shellfish and wetlands 

 Improve water efficiency through water conservation projects/programs 
 
Strategy W3.1 Inform and collaborate with decision makers and water resource managers to ensure 
that main-stem Delaware River flow meets the needs of the Delaware Estuary  

Proposed focus: Emerging research on ecological flow needs taking climate change and sea level rise 
into account; coordination with states, DRBC and decree parties 
Likely partners: DRBC, states, PDE, PWD, decree parties 

 
Strategy W3.2 Conduct research and monitoring on water quality and habitat requirements of 
estuary-dependent species 

Proposed focus: the interaction of flow and salinity in the tidal estuary through various impacts 
including but not limited to flow (volume, force, function) and sea level rise 
Likely partners: PDE, DRBC, States (NJ – Office of Science) 
 

Strategy W3.3 Promote water conservation and efficiency by utilities 
Proposed focus: utilities in priority areas (PRM, Triassic, K-C aquifers, groundwater protection areas, 
areas with stream diminution problems) 
Likely partners: DRBC, PWD, states 

 
Strategy W3.4 Provide outreach and technical assistance to promote water conservation and 
infiltration by residential and commercial users and communities  

Proposed focus: users in priority areas (PRM, Triassic, K-C aquifers, groundwater protection areas, 
areas with stream diminution problems) 
Likely partners: PDE, states, USGS 

 
Strategy W3.5 Promote and assist in implementing Regional Sediment Management  

Proposed focus: actions that prevent sediment accumulation in unwanted places (for flow, access, 
navigation, toxins) and promote sediment accumulation in beneficial places (e.g. wetlands, beaches, 
flood protection) 
Likely partners: US Army Corps, states, DRBC, PDE 
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CCMP Core Elements 
A Draft of Strategies for the Revised 
Comprehensive Conservation and 
Management Plan for the Delaware Estuary  

 
Strong Communities  
 
Goal C1: Increase Community Resilience and Access 
 
How We Will Measure Success:   

 Improve working waterfronts by reducing brownfield areas, increasing wetland areas, and 
supporting more visitors  

 Increase access to the Delaware River; sustain and enhance access to the Bay 

 Increase protected land for community benefits 
 
Strategy C1.1 Restore working waterfronts 

Proposed focus: working waterfronts in urban and rural areas including communities of potential 
Environmental Justice (EJ) concern 
Likely partners: states, Urban Waters Federal Partnership (UWFP), waterfront municipalities, PDE, 
NWF/WPF Environmental Centers Network, Delaware Sea Grant 

 
Strategy C1.2 Provide tools and technical assistance to waterfront communities & partners to improve 
economic and environmental resilience  

Proposed focus: building capacity of waterfront communities (including EJ communities) through 
collaboration, tech transfer, demonstration and signage.   
Likely partners: PDE, DVRPC, Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissioners (ANJEC), 
League of Municipalities, Sustainable Jersey, Delaware County Coastal Zone Task Force, County 
Planning Depts, states, Bayshore Center at Bivalve / Bayshore Council 

 
Strategy C1.3 Protect and enhance natural areas and public access  

Proposed focus:  public/protected natural areas; particularly those with water access, EJ 
communities 
Likely partners: states, municipalities, Bayshore Tourism & Economic Development Task Force (NJ), 
Delaware Bayshore Initiative (DE), The Circuit Trails (PEC-PA), UWFP 

 
Strategy C1.4 Connect people to natural areas and waterfronts in the Delaware Estuary 

Proposed focus: natural areas with water access, strong partnerships, EJ communities 
Likely partners: states, PDE, local partners (NWF / WPF Environmental Centers Network), UWFP 
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Goal C2: Improve Public Awareness and Stakeholder Engagement  
 
How We Will Measure Success:   

 Improve access to information about the Estuary  

 Improve the engagement of citizen scientists, stewards, and key stakeholders  
Strategy C2.1 Through marketing and communications, build awareness and for the Delaware River 
and Bay 

Proposed focus: 
Audience: the interested (environmentally aware) public  
Message: the Estuary is an amazing resource in need of your stewardship and protection (and 
here’s what you can do) 

 
Strategy C2.2 Utilize events to increase stewardship and engage new people and communities 

Proposed focus: 
Audience: the interested public and key affinity groups including nature lovers, recreational 
users, businesses, watermen and others who’s work depends on natural resources particularly 
in rural areas 
Message: the Estuary is an amazing resource in need of your stewardship and protection (and 
here’s what you can do)  
  

Strategy C2.3 Develop and promote programs that engage teachers and schools in stewardship of the 
Estuary  

Proposed focus: 
Audience: teachers/educators, schools, youth groups, and nature centers 
Message: the Estuary is an amazing educational resource, and here’s how you can use it 
(including citizen science) 

 
Strategy C2.4 Develop and promote programs with local communities and partners that foster 
volunteer stewardship and experiential learning  

Proposed focus: 
Audience: local communities, partners, and groups of volunteers (including youth groups) 
Message: Non-point source pollution is a major problem in our waterways, and here’s what you 
can do 

 
Strategy C2.5 Publish and share outreach materials and scientific results  

Proposed focus: 
Audience: key audiences in parentheses above  
Message: Various, about the status, trends, latest research, successes, and lessons learned 

 
Strategy C2.6 Engage key stakeholders to coordinate science and management of the Estuary  

Proposed focus: 
Audience: partners/stakeholders identified above 
Message: coordination of water quality and resource management, collaboration on 
projects/programs for greater impact 

 
Strategy C2.7 Monitor, develop and promote opportunities to assess impacts of outreach 

Audience/Message: N/A 
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CCMP Core Elements 
A Draft of Strategies for the Revised 
Comprehensive Conservation and 
Management Plan for the Delaware Estuary  

 
Healthy Habitats 
 
Goal H1: Prevent Wetland Loss   
 
How We Will Measure Success:   

 Minimize loss of wetland areas 

 Improve wetland conditions  

 Increase protected and restored wetland acres/sites  
 
Strategy H1.1 Establish clear baselines for wetland conditions and track changes over time 

Proposed focus: on tidal wetlands, consider migration and salt water intrusion 
Likely partners: PDE, states 

 
Strategy H1.2 Restore, enhance, and manage wetlands for maximum health and resilience 

Proposed focus: tidal wetlands  
Likely partners: PDE, states, National Fish & Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) 

 
Strategy H1.3 Develop and implement natural and nature-based techniques to stabilize and restore 
eroding shorelines, and build and protect wetlands, infrastructure, and other key resources  

Proposed focus: tidal shorelines 
Likely partners: PDE, states, The Nature Conservancy (TNC), Rutgers University, NFWF 

 
Strategy H1.4 Protect, enhance, and improve non-tidal wetlands  

Proposed focus: protecting high-value wetlands, using ecosystem service values to 
educate/motivate  
Likely partners: states, land trusts, DRWI partners, PDE, USDA NRCS 

 
 
Goal H2: Stem Forest Loss  
 
How We Will Measure Success:   

 Minimize loss of forest cover  

 Improve forest management  

 Increase protected and restored forest acres/sites  
 
Strategy H2.1 Inventory, map, and increase connectedness and resilience of forests 

Proposed focus: utilizing existing information (from SAN, TNC, DRWI, forestry agencies, NASA 
conservation data) 
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Likely partners: states (forestry), US Forest Service / US Dept of Agriculture, Academy of Natural 
Sciences at Drexel University (ANSDU) and other DRWI partners (NLT, TNC, Common Waters / 
Pinchot), universities 

 
Strategy H2.2 Promote stewardship practices by local partners for the health and sustainability of 
forests 

Proposed focus: riparian areas and large forested areas in headwaters 
Likely partners: states (forestry), US Forest Service / US Dept of Agriculture NRCS, USFWS Partners 
Program, DRWI partners (NLT, TNC, Common Waters / Pinchot) 

 
Strategy H2.3 Protect and manage high value and threatened forests  

Proposed focus: forests of high value for water filtration, large and/or threatened forest patches, 
using ecosystem service values to educate/motivate  
Likely partners: states (forestry), US Forest Service / US Dept of Agriculture NRCS, land trusts, DRWI 
partners 

 
 
Goal H3: Increase and Improve Fish and Shellfish Habitat 
 
How We Will Measure Success:   

 Improve shellfish habitat and abundance and oyster productivity 

 Improve habitat for fish and crabs 

 Increase and improve fish/shellfish restoration projects 
  

Strategy H3.1 Inventory, map, and enhance habitat critical for fish and crabs  
Proposed focus: habitats/conditions specific to the above 
Likely partners: states, EPA, American Rivers, University of Delaware Water Resources Agency, PDE, 
NOAA, fisheries management agencies/orgs, NFWF 

 
Strategy H3.2 Restore oyster beds and productivity in and around Delaware Bay  

Proposed focus: areas/audiences specific to the above  
Likely partners: Delaware Bay Oyster Restoration Task Force (includes PDE, states, Rutgers), 
Delaware Living Shoreline Committee, NJ Ecological Projects Committee 

 
Strategy H3.3 Inventory, restore, and manage mussel populations  

Proposed focus: freshwater streams, shorelines, water quality 
Likely partners: PDE, PWD, Academy of Natural Science Drexel University (ANSDU), NFWF, Bartram’s 
Garden, States, USFWS, academia 

 
Strategy H3.4 Protect and restore horseshoe crabs and their habitat 

Proposed focus: beaches and communities around the Delaware Bay 
Likely partners: PDE, American Littoral Society (ALS), Ecological Research Design Group (ERDG), 
states, US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS), NFWF, academia 
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Strategy H3.5 Manage and improve rare, endangered, invasive or otherwise important species in the 
Delaware Estuary 

Proposed focus: key needs of specific species/issues 
Likely partners: states, USFWS, PWD, PDE, NFWF, private sector, fisheries management 
agencies/orgs, US Coast Guard – Ballast Water Management Extension 

 
 
 

  



SUMMARY OF PHASE 2 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

Appendix B 

This document contains raw notes, comments, and information compiled during the CCMP summer 
engagement open houses, stakeholder outreach efforts, and online forms. It includes comments recorded 
from comment sheets, notes taken during Open House discussions, and lists of participants from online 
registration and sign-in sheets. 

Please contact Emily Baumbach at EBaumbach@delawareestuary.org for additional information, or with 
any questions. 

mailto:EBaumbach@delawareestuary.org


Date Location/Meeting Name Organization Email
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Elizabeth Horsey Partnership for the Delaware Estuary ehorsey@DelawareEstuary.org
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Martin McHugh Resource Environmental Solutions MMcHugh@RES.us
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Brett Wiley NJ DEP brettwiley@dep.nj.gov
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Paul Demuro NJ DEP DWM&S paul.demuro@dep.nj.gov
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Jeff Fischer USGS fischer@usgs.gov
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Pat Coleman Friends of Abbott Marshlands patcole@mac.com
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Carol Brown Friends of Abbott Marshlands brown@rider.edu
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Kay Widmer Friends of Abbott Marshlands kwidmer@msn.com
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Mary Leck Friends of Abbott Marshlands lack@rider.edu
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Jillian Stark Mercer County Parks Commission stewardship@mercercounty.org
9/12/2017 Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Jay Springer NJ DEP jay.springer@dep.nj.gov
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Kassandra Archer Silver Lake Nature Center kaarcher@buckscounty.org
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Donald Remick Friends of Poquessing dremick@friendsofpoquessing.org
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Hans C Brolinson Friends of Poquessing hbrolinson@gmail.com
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Angela Padeletti Partnership for the Delaware Estuary apadeletti@delawareestuary.org
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Hope Sauppe Silver Lake Nature Center sauppe@comcast.net
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Danielle Morrisey Silver Lake Nature Center dmmorrisey@buckscounty.org
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Jess Kraus Heritage Conservancy jkraus@heritageconservancy.org
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Shannon Fredebaugh Heritage Conservancy sfredebaugh@heritageconservancy.org
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Frank Bill ETCA adkenj@yahoo.com
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA David Chalfat SLNC david.chalfat@gmail.com
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Richard McNutt Tidewater Gateway Partnership Inc. tidewatersgp@gmail.com
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Susan Rachlin Newtage Consverancy/SLNC
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Matt Shertenders NJ DEP mateshea.fenderson@dep.state.nj
9/12/2017 Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Jenn Bilger Wissahickan Valley Watershed Associationjenn@wvwa.org
9/13/2017 Hildacy Preserve Media, PA Dulcie Flaharty Natural Lands dflaharty@natlands.org
9/13/2017 Hildacy Preserve Media, PA Marita Gren private stakeholder maritag6@aol.com
9/13/2017 Hildacy Preserve Media, PA Dottie Baumgarten Sustainable Choices LLC dottiebaumgarten@gmail.com
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Sarah Bouboulis Partnership for the Delaware Estuary sbouboulis@delawareestuary.org
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE David DeCaro Chesapeake Utilities ddecaro@chpk.com
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Ann Faulds PA Sea Grant afaulds@psu.edu
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE John Kennel DNREC johnkennel@state.de.us
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Anastasia Chirnside University of Delaware aemc@udel.edu
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Kaitlin Collins Partnership for the Delaware Estuary kcollins@delawareestuary.org
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Douglas Janiec Soverign Consulting djaniec@sovcon.com

CCMP OPEN HOUSE PARTICIPANTS
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9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Brian Winslow Delaware Nature Society brian@delawarenaturesociety.org
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Helen Fischel Delaware Nature Society helen@delnature.org
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Marianne Roken private stakeholder mroken@comcast.net
9/16/2017 Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE William Haldera private stakeholder lindera2013@gmail.com
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE David Rickards Birdsong Garden Inc. birdsong_gardens@aol.com
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE Anthony Zeccola student anthony.zeccola@vermontlaw.edu
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE John Kennel DNREC johnkennel@state.de.us
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE Tom West City of Lewes twest@ci.lewes.de.us
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE Cheryl DiCarlo DTCC Adv. Faculty cheryl.dicarlo@gmail.com
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE John Moteyko private stakeholder
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE Frank Piorko Maryland Coastal Bays
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE Kathy McGuiness City of Rehoboth fokm16@gmail.com
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE Lorraine Smith
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE Jenny Virden private stakeholder JWvirden3@msn.com
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE John Ewart University of Delaware -CEOE ewart@udel.edu
9/26/2017 Virden Center Lewes, DE Karen McGrath U.S. Senate Tom Carper karen_mcgrath@carper.senate.gov
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Greg Janiec Soverign Consulting Inc. gjaniec@sovcon.com
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Ryan Gill YMCA Camden/Burl. ryang@ymca-bc.org
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Lorestine Pittman Partnership for the Delaware Estuary lpittman@delawareestuary.org
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Lou Catten private stakeholder
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Megan Mackey US EPA Region 3 mackey.megan@epa.gov
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Brian DuVall Center for Aquatic Science bduvall@aquaticsciences.org
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Ellen Kohler River Network kohler.e.j@gmail.com
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Beth Garcia US EPA garcia.beth@epa.gov
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Sara Josui Camden Womenn United sara.josua@comcast.net
9/28/2017 Camden County Environmental Center Cher Caroline Gray Cooper's Ferry Partnership cgray@coopersferry.com
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Sandra Schultz Delaware River Sojourn sandy@kenshultz.com
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Heather Smith Chesapeake Bay Foundation hsmith@cbf.org
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Seungah Byuns Brandywine Conservancy byuns@brandywine.org
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Matt Walker Clean Air Council mwalker@cleanair.org
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Jane Uptengrove private stakeholder janeuptengrove@icloud.com
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Brittany Wilburn University of Pennsylvania (student) bpaige@sas.upenn.edu
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Shanna Mitchell Batram's Garden smitchell@bartramsgarden.org
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Madeline Helmer Brandywine Conservancy mhelmer@brandywine.org
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Pearl May Duffield Associates pmay@duffnet.com
9/28/2017 Bartram's Garden Philadelphia, PA Carol Collier Academy of Natural Science crc92@drexel.edu
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Andrew Lewis Writer andrew.lewis01@gmail.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Caroline Owens CAWA cohanseywatershed@aol.com
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10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Cindy Zirkle CAWA cohanseywatershed@aol.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Ernie Zirkle CAWA cohanseywatershed@aol.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Blake Maloney CAWA blakemaloney@verizon.net
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Elizabeth Schuster TNC eschuster@tnc.org
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Barney Hollinger Delaware Bay Shellfish Council bhollinger@atlanticcaper.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Renee Brecht Partnership for the Delaware Estuary rbrecht@delawareestuary.org
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Ben Stowman MRT stowman5bc@aol.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Loretta Pregartner Americorp WMA #17 watershed17@ccia-net.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Sal Mangiagfico Rutgers University mangiafico@njaes.rutgers.edu
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Michelle Brunetti Post Press of Atlantic City mpost@pressofac.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Kristen Meistrell New Jersey Audubon kristen.meistrell@njaudubon.org
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Danielle Bara New Jersey Audubon danielle.bara@njaudubon.org
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Cheryl Reardon ANJEC anjec.cherge@gmail.org
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Megan Wren Bayshore Center at Bivalve mwren@bayshorecenter.org
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Burt Doromos CAWA burtdoromos@yahoo.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ John J Nardone Environmental Comm
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Judie Gandy Commercial Twp Em Con juliegandy1200@yahoo.com
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ Dave Bushek Rutgers HSRL bushek@hsrd.rutgers.edu
10/5/2017 Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NJ LeeAnn Haaf Partnership for the Delaware Estuary lhaaf@delawareestuary.org
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Date Location/Meeting Name Organization/Affiliation

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Carol Mattessich Cape May County

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Kathleen Mills Salem County

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Barney Hollinger Commercial Township, Congressman Lobiondo Appointee

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Bob Brewer Cumberland County, Dennis Township

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Lou Joyce NJ Delaware Bayshore Council Advisory

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Meghan Wren Founder Bayshore Center Bivalve

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Ernie Zirkle Fairfield Township

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Rick Brown NJDEP

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Bob Campbell Downe Township

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Ben Stowman NJ Delaware Bay Shellfish Council

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Fran Rapa South Jersey Bayshore Coalition

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Norris Clark NJ Delaware Bayshore Council Chairman

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Renee Brecht Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Emma Melvin

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Dave Bushek Rutgers University - Haskin Lab

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Betsy Haskin NJ Delaware Bay Shellfish Council

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Jonathan Atwood

8/30/2017
NJ Delaware Bayshore Council August Board 
Meeting at Dennis Township Municipal Hall Kaitlin Collins Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center Dawn Gorham Wildlands Conservancy

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Abigail Pattishall Wildlands Conservancy

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Kerry Reider Wildlands Conservancy

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Michael Hock Wildlands Conservancy

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Nic Ziegler Wildlands Conservancy

OTHER CCMP MEETING PARTICIPANTS 



9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Ellen Lott The Nature Conservancy

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Ann Hutchinson Natural Lands

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Erin McCormick Natural Lands

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Rylan Coker North Branch Land Trust

9/25/2017

Presentation to the Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the 
DRWI) at the Wildlands Conservancy's Air 
Products Environmental Education Center 
Emmaus, PA Jeanne Ortiz Audubon PA

9/22/2017

Schuylkill Action Network Education and 
Outreach Meeting and Fairmount Waterworks 
Philadelphia, PA Virginia Vassalotti Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

9/22/2017

Schuylkill Action Network Education and 
Outreach Meeting and Fairmount Waterworks 
Philadelphia, PA Kate Hutelmyer Partnership for the Delaware Estuary

9/22/2017

Schuylkill Action Network Education and 
Outreach Meeting and Fairmount Waterworks 
Philadelphia, PA Beth Garcia US EPA Region 3

9/22/2017

Schuylkill Action Network Education and 
Outreach Meeting and Fairmount Waterworks 
Philadelphia, PA Chris Anderson Philadelphia Water Department

9/22/2017

Schuylkill Action Network Education and 
Outreach Meeting and Fairmount Waterworks 
Philadelphia, PA Dottie Baumgarten Sustainable Choices, LLC

9/22/2017

Schuylkill Action Network Education and 
Outreach Meeting and Fairmount Waterworks 
Philadelphia, PA Drew Lapinski Reading Area Community College (retired professor)

9/22/2017

Schuylkill Action Network Education and 
Outreach Meeting and Fairmount Waterworks 
Philadelphia, PA Krista Scheirer Aqua PA



Location/Meeting Participant Theme Comments Received

Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Martin McHugh CW
#1 Resource Environmental Solutions (RES) supports these strategies, problem is funding. If there are no regulatory drivers like a 
TMDL or other option, they they will just remain strategies that will not be implemented

CW #2 None are in conflict
CW #3 Public funding is going to be limited for most of this. The Partnership needs to focus on how funding can make these "actions".

CW
#4 RES does wetlands/riparian/species banking in NJ. It's time to consider new banking opportunities for resilience. This will 
promote strong communities and address water issues at the same time

SC #1 None of these are in conflict

SC

#2 The Partnership needs to work with the regulatory agencies (NJDEP, USACE, USFWS) to build on the streamlining of regulations 
to allow for the load of work including restoration. The agencies are only just starting to look at these "restoration for resiliency 
projects" through a different lense. 

SC #3 Many of the regulations being applied where passed in the 1980s. They are using old tools to address new problems
HH #1 No conflicts

Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Anonymous 1 CW #3 Deposition from air (nitrogen)

SC
#1 If we're only projecting out to 10 years, how to we address sea level rise in a comprehensive manner since this is an issue that 
will take shape over a much larger time frame?

Tulpehaking Nature Center Trenton, NJ Mary Leck CW

#2 I estimate there are more than 32 storm drains (municipal, county, state, highway) that drain into Abbot Marshlands. I've seen a 
salt line on the sides of a small temporary drainage stream following an ice storm, discolored water in a small pool, dense growth of 
plants in Spring Lake in late summer-most of these are not monitored. W1.1 What about nutrients leached from landfills along the 
Delaware? There's a landfill in the Abbott Marshlands that was capped in the late 1990s following construction of the Trenton 
Highway Complex. While ther are monitoring wells adjacent to it, it seems to me that leachates could still seep into water and 
eventually into the Delaware. W1.3 Land use planning is ctirical and any redevelopment should take into account newer regulations 
providing treatment of runoff it not already part of the permitting process. Do planning departments/programs at universities 
address these issues? W1.5 Evaluate seasonal inputs e.g. of salts (deicers), fertilizers, and effluent from sewage treatment plants; 
and documenting dissipation. Where sand is used in winter, what is its impact especially if roadway drains into a wetland. Does the 
change in water level create conditions favorable for Phragmites colonization? What are the new pollutants that enter waterways. 
Can they be effectively monitored? W2.1 Fishing and boating groups would also be strong advocates for enhancing water quality. 
W2.4 Get rid of plastics that contain microban-this is in many items from dishcloths to plastic washing basins used to wash dishes 
and food. It's a multi billion dollar industry with no concern noted. Microban it touted to control bacteria, viruses, and fungi. Based 
only on buying a diah basin and reading the fine print on the label, it could be as dangerous as flame retardants and has potential to 
get into waterways where it would seem not desirable to kill bacteria and fungi. W2.6 Remove impact of upstream fracking wastes. 
W3 Figure out how to reduce water use in hotels, dorms and by other users. What do folks in deserts or other areas with 
limited/expensive water do (signs about concern in water use in Hawaii and Italy advising guests about water use)?  Kids should only 
take 3 minute showers and help plan efficiency programs in schools to make an 'every drop counts' campaign

CCMP OPEN HOUSE COMMENT SHEETS
Comments below are responses to the following questions that were addressed at each of the CCMP Open Houses for each theme (Clean Waters, Strong Communities, Healthy Habitats). These 

#1 Which of these strategies would work or not work here?

#2 Is something missing that you think is important?
#3 Do you have ideas for how we can implement these strategies in your area?

#4 Are there potential partners or innovative new things in your area that we might not be aware of?

Interest in serving on a committee (and topics of interest) are listed after the participant's name.

**Yes, water 
quality, 

resilience



**Yes, 
interested in 
being an 
advocate for the 
Delaware 
whenever an 
opportunity 
arises SC

#2 Part of the picture here has to be improved transportation that makes it easy to get from a train or bus to a natural area (Goal 
C1). C1.2 Develop relationships with groups that have money. Nature centers along the Delaware have an important role to play. 
Their directors and naturalists need resources and training. AWE (Alliance for Watershed Education of the Delaware River) could 
serve as a model. One problem is getting folks from the inner city and underserved communities to nature centers, parks, etc. C2.3 
and C2.4 Natural areas, parks, and other infrastructure needs to feel SAFE to those who might use them (Girls/women need to feel 
safe too). Along the Delaware there are many bridges, especially smaller ones, pocket parks, and scenic overlooks that could be 
used for watershed education purposes. It's often not easy to get folks into or onto water. C2.3 Educating a public that hardly 
spends any time outdoors, that's afraid of ticks, spiders, snakes, and whatever else is lurking out there, is a huge challenge. Guided 
field trips are important for both students and teachers. Use/educational needs to be sustained-one trip is not enough and it should 
be on the ground and hands-on.  C2.4 Encourage partnerships with churches and other groups that work with youth. In some places 
even a small charge can limit participation. Organizations funded by public tax dollars should provide FREE programming. C2.5 Find 
knowledgeable people who are gifted communicators for TV and other media, find media outlets that reach people who no longer 
read newspapers

HH

#2 H1.1 From my observations, the invasive form of Phragmites is the most significant threat to continued high wetland diversity. 
Signage along tributaries that provides information about links to the Delaware and water needs/uses could help. Erosion control-
goes beyond coastal areas, Crosswicks Creek bleeds brown after rainstorms. That sediment maintains our high marsh, but it has also 
created a massive sandbar at the mouth of Crosswicks and fills in navigation channels. H2 Controlling forest loss is important to 
include, but don't forget forests along tidal streams too. H3 Control of Phragmites and other invasives, including e.g. snakehead, is 
critical to maintaining hatchery habitats. Removal of dams and other barriers to fish migration.

HH

#4 H1.3 The Cape May conference is an excellent wat to engage those interested in the watershed. Then, the work is to bring 
messages to broader audiences, even Ecological Society of America, Society of Wetland Scientsits, etc. How can national players be 
made aware of the significance of the Delaware? A consortium of universities in the watershed could help.

Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Frank Bill SC #4 Investment development groups, state/fed budgeted industry/jobs, growth areas (e.g. KOZ keystone opp. Zone)

Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Richard McNutt CW
All - See Healthy Water Action Business Plan of Tidewaters Gateway Partnership, Inc. (hand held monitors to test water to help us 
know what is in the water)

SC
All - See Healthy Water Action Business Plan of Tidewaters Gateway Partnership, Inc. (hand held monitors to test water to help us 
know what is in the water)

HH
All - See Healthy Water Action Business Plan of Tidewaters Gateway Partnership, Inc. (hand held monitors to test water to help us 
know what is in the water)

Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Jess Kraus CW #1 Yes, we are monitoring the water quality in Bristol Marsh and are working on storm drain labeling in Mill Creek Watershed

SC
#1 Yes, mcuh of these strategies are similar to ours, specifically goal C2. It is much of the same goals that Heritage Conservancy is 
attempting to achieve in partnership with the Alliance for Watershed Education of the Delaware River

SC #2 Work together as a network to streamline resources/programs
SC #2 Alliance for Watershed Education of the Delaware River and network centers Upstream Alliance
HH #4 Communication between all partners and potential partners will help make sure we aren't duplicating programs/initiatives

Silver Lake Nature Center Bristol, PA Shannon FredebaCW #1 Yes

CW
#2 Ensure the date, information and research is clearly shared to the public and parnters. Possibly provide regional workshops to 
get all people involved to work towards the strategies

CW

#3 For any of these three areas could there be a central place or group where places for conducting studies could be shared? For 
example, we'd be happy for people to conduct research on our properties, but we don't have the staff and resources to do it 
ourselves

CW
#4 Delaware Riverkeeper; Friends of the Delaware Canal; Bucks County Conservation District; Stroud Research Center; Other 
regional land conservancy organizations with connections to property owners

SC #1 Yes-we are currently developing a core community of volunteers to work on watershed health in Lower Bucks County
SC #2 Sharing lists or ideas for funding opportunities to support the work of local partners
SC #3 How to engage underserved audiences and audiences less environmentally inclined
SC #4 Local nature centers, maybe even local YMCA's (national too) as a "Get outdoors" idea

* See note at 
bottom of page 

for Water 
Monitor Plan 



HH #1 Yes
HH #2 Ideas for funding options for more lan conservation especially to support easements

HH
#3 Possibly suppport monitoring and surveys of flora and fauna. Consider Motus (wildlife tracking system) telemetry towers to track 
long-range migratory species

Hildacy Preserve Media, PA Dottie BaumgarteSC
#1 A missing piece of developing strong communities is an acknowledgement that systemic racism is unintentionally part of what 
keeps people of color out of connection with PDE and this process

SC
#2 In order to engage people of color, people in poverty, we need to understand white and economic priviledge and work towards 
changing the structures of our institutions so more stakeholders feel ownership

SC #3 A focus on stepwise training and engaging of traditionally disengaged groups (people of color, urban populations, poverty)

SC
#4 Elementary school children to become the middle school volunteers and then high school paid interns and then college students 
who are mentored to science degrees

Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Brian Winslow CW #2 Is citizen science included here also include "working lands"?
CW #4 Stroud, William Penn Foundation, Delaware River Watershed Initiative, Watershed Associations (Brandywine Red Clay Alliance)
SC #1 There is interest at NWF on marketing of message about value of Estuary/Bay/Watershed
SC #2 Greater emphasis on "What can you do" and drive that to actions
SC #4 National Wildlife Federation - Association for Watershed Education, ABC in Delaware (Association of Bayshore Communities)
HH #4 Watershed Associations

Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Anonymous 2 CW #1 1.3 Working with municipalities is very important
CW #2 More pollution research, emerging contaminants
CW #3 Creating municipal connections, being involved and available for whatever possible
SC #1 Strategies all good
HH #1 Strategies very good
HH #2 Estuarine mammals, some more "rare" habitats in the region? Serpentine barrens, karst, pinelands?
HH #4 Work closely with departments of transportation - they do a lot with mapping and understand habitats

Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Anonymous 3 CW #1 Would work: W2.5, W1.3, W2.6
CW #2 Agriculture impacts on water quality, plastics/other pollutants
SC #1 Would work: C2.1, C1.4

SC
#2 Incorporate latest science into coastal planning, work with municipalities on resilience issues/developing green teams/outreach 
around environment

HH #1 Would work: H1.3, H1.1, H3.4
Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Ann Faulds CW #2 Perhaps specifically mention oil spills (What you have could be included)

CW #3 Focus on land use planning

CW
#4 More outreach to connect headwater sources of nitrogen pollution with downstream salt/brackish impacts tend to focus in 
PA/upper DE  on phosphorous alone

SC #1 C1.1 Identify and restore….
SC #2 What happened to climate and future flood risk?
SC #3 High level community engagement
HH #1 Consider place a value on reducing the spread of invasive species

HH
#2 H1.1 Mou/ton (baseline 1st established by PDE in 2002), H2 Consider economic study of forest value; mention native vegetation 
and natural forest systems
#4 H3 Instead of "Oyster beds" consider "Oyster populations"

Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Anonymous 4 HH
#1 Goal H3 Increase and Improve Fish and Shellfish Habitat is somewhat exclusionary to avian and mammalian species, could 
rewrite as "Increase and Improve Estuarine Habitats"

Ashland Nature Center Hockessin, DE Anastasia Chirnsi CW
#1 No one strategy seems un-workable, funding for them is probably the biggest hurdle, reporting reductions will require 
monitoring which requires money
#2 For infrastructure projects - don't forget to include regulatory folks before projects begin
#4 DPI (Delmarva Poultry Institute), DRWA (Delaware Water Resources Agency)

Yes, community 
engagement, 
developing 

diverse 
stakeholders

Yes, in the 
future

Yes, water 
 

  
   
   
  



SC #1 C1.1 will be difficult to solicit funds for but probably the most important with Goal C1
#2 For all Core Elements goals and strategies work with policy folks from universities and government
#3 Work with schools in waterfront communities to engage folks
#4 Community groups, Kalmar Nykel, and coordinate with student groups

HH #1 Goal 1 will probably be the most diffficult to accomplish, should prioritize more sucsceptible wetlands
#2 Don't forget to tie into USD researchers, especially forest habitats and fragmentation (FRAME); invasive species 
#3 Look for university researchers, who's area of research will compliment goals and strategies
#4 I have workin in MD with the State Highway Administration on using recycled concrete aggregate for oyster bed restoration 
(especially since supply shell is minimal)

Virden Center Lewes, DE Anonymous 5 CW #2 Encouraging more pervious landscaping, etc., pave less
CW #3 Somehow encourage developers, commercial builders, counties to incentivize incorporating pervious surfaces
HH #2 Partner with Center for the Inland Bays

Virden Center Lewes, DE Tom West CW
#1 Reducing nutrient pollution is important to water quality but not consistently embraced locally on limited controls on agriculture 
and residential nutrient enrichment

CW
#2 Expanded programs to limit TMDL and non-point. It is listed to boost awareness and voluntary stops. Would also sugest advocacy 
and leadership to obtain stronger laws/regulation

SC
#1 Working waterfronts is a popular topic in Lewes, DE. Interest is in maintaining and supporting maritime heritage and retaining 
activities that define local character

SC
#2 Support at state level could be stronger for local governments. Example would be program in place in maryland that offers 
support through grants

SC #3 Outreach support by coming to a community to describe opportunities and increase awareness

HH
#1 Boosting resilience strategies to augment hazard mitigation and concerns for climate change is logical next step for Lewes, a 
coastal community

HH
#2 Increasing awareness that marsh areas are valuable carbon sequestor resources. Boost value in programs/grants geared to 
climate change mitigation

Virden Center Lewes, DE John Mateyko CW #1 All have potential
CW #4 Interfaith Power and Light: A religion response to climate change and ecosystem change
SC #1 All good

#2 Talk "safe facilities/secure investments", green roofs, "natural stormwater management". EPA did a plan for Lewes

HH #1 All good

HH
#2 Encourage cities to regulate and preserve coastal and freshwater wetlands, urban tree protection (and required tree planting) 
ordinance

HH #3 Refer to "Carbon Budgets" as the relevant metric; and "Carbon-Neutral" planning

Virden Center Lewes, DE Dr. Cheryl DiCarloCW

#1 W1.3 - Agriculture partners are a must; considercorporate sponsors for their CSR programs, W2.4 - Consider looking into research 
funding through DOD, W3.3/W3.4 - with the influx of housing developments, have you considered partnering with local builders as 
part of their corporate social responsibility programs?

CW #2 Do not have enough background to comment on what may be left out
CW #3 See #1 for possible funding (DOD and corporate sponsors/developers), assistance (Corporate partners)
SC #1 C1.4, C2.1 - Both could be accomplished through local community meetings

SC #3 Several new communities have HOAs that host meetings. Lewes has a large educated retired community that actively volunteers
HH #1 H3.2, H3.4 - Is there a program that volunteers can work on even if they do not live or have waterfront property?
HH #4 Community HOA meetings - informational formats can stimulate volunteers

Anonymous 6 CW #2 Plan for contaminants that result from floods and weather, Sussex may become more built out, broader outreach

CW
#3 Zoning controls, subdivision regulations, retention of water to heat, Hercules and Athos owned great marsh coastal zone act 
prevented spoilage

Yes, community 
awareness

  
quality, 

habitats, runoff, 
awfly busy right 
now, but keep 

me in mind

Yes, 
Preservation of 

wetlands, 
forests, urban 
ecology, urban 
forestry, green 
infrastructure, 

carbon-neutral, 
built 



CW
#4 Departments of Ag feds and these strates, laws, new companies, Delaware Bay Communities, MS4 permitees, communities that 
need clean water

SC #2 Control wetlands loses, major east coast cities were built in marsh
#3 County or town carbon budget, natural stormwater example in Lewes, DE, larger web of agreements, model ordinances
#4 Economic partners, awareness partners, insurance companies, Loyd Institute, look into our own backyards

HH
#1 Delaware has has four efforts to regulate freshwater wetlands that have generated many ideas, utilize from NJ to plant Delaware 
oysters
#2 Marine debris, continued engineered solutions, restoration of oyster substrate to raise the very small sustainable yeild
#3 Partner with local advocacy ongoing action
#4 DRBA (Delaware River Basin Authority), USFWL, USACE, Japan and Vietnam have advanced aquaculture techniques

Kathy McGuiness CW #1 Moving WWTp pipe from canal
#2 More communication
#3 Stranger, tighter penalties for items such as violations putting contaminants in environment

SC #1 Tools/assistance to partner with communities for economic viability
#2 Share outreach at different venues
#3 Suggest meeting with municipalities, I would gladly host guest speakers (Emily) at coffee meetings

SC #4 Grab one elected from each municipality and do county efforts, start with one brainstorming meeting
HH #1 Protect tidals and nontidals, manage wetlands (would work here)

#2 Awareness
#3 Oyster beds in progress and strongly support
#4 The new economic development

Camden County Enviro. Center Cherry H  Heather Smith CW #2 Metrics and baselines, how to we know what the goal is and when reached?
CW #4 Home owner associations, can work with businesses
SC #4 National Parks, sports teams promotional events and activities, school districts, museums, church groups
HH #4 Museums, garden clubs

Sara Joslin CW #2 Addition of persistent pollutants such as perfloro compounds to pollutants being monitored

HH
#2 Document forest loss/renewal/species change in Delaware River watersheds due to climate change, insects, fire (wild 
fire/controlled burning), salt ingress (ghost forests), etc.

HH
#4 Add US Forest Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, NJ Climate Adaptation Alliance, Agricultural Research 
Center in Newark NJ (for insects)

HH

#2 Please include a photo of the Petty's Island immediately north of Camden in the CCMP plan when published. Petty's Island is 
being donated to NJ when CITGO completes its cleanup. Kelly Wenzel, Program Director of Urban Education of the NJ Audubon 
Society is the appropriate contact for access/information and likely has photos or can make recommendations.

SC #4 Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington are listed in the 100 Sustainable Citites SDG Index reported fro 2017

SC

#2 Critical to engage children/youth through formal/informal environmental education & experiences. Very pleased that the 
Camden City School District did recycling training throughout the schools (staff and schools) last year and completed waste audits in 
several schools. Experiences such as kayaking, canoemobile provide a unique opportunity to connect to the watershed

SC
#2 Publicize alignments to the Sustainable Developmenr Goals, especially life below water and life on land as part of your program 
and the CCMP https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs

Bayshore Center at Bivalve Port Norris, NAnonymous 7 CW #4 Philadelphia Water Department and Pennsylvania Horticultural society for green stormwater infrastructure
SC #1 Clarify "restore working waterfronts"
SC #2 More community groups
SC #4 NJ Futures for resilience on waterfronts (work w/ Rutgers?)
HH #2 Wetlands threatened by sea leve rise and migration
HH #4 Partner with smaller fishing groups who might not be affiliated and represented by larger groups in other regions

Ben Stowman CW #1 W3.5 is a topic in the wrong place. Should be in strong communities and in wetland habitat protection

Yes, contact for 
contituent 

coffee!

Yes, strong 
communities

Yes, strong 
communities 
and healthy 

habitats



SC
#2 Protecting marshlands (beaches or berms), thousands of acres being lost by storm and upland villages are being exposed to 
flooding. Dredging is not mentioned for working waterfronts so why is it in W3.5

HH #2 Beach and berm protection is NOT listed, thousands of acres lost, ghost forests being created

Anonymous 8 CW
#2 W2.2 If goal is water quality, cleaning up contaminated sites in floodplains may have more impact. Also for W1.4 an emphasis on 
riparian areas could be strategic

SC #1 Restoring working waterfronts could make communities more vulnerable to flooding if not designed properly-This concerns me
#2 Although implied, tourism and recreation opportunities are not called out explicitly enough

HH
#1 H3.5 is too broad to be meaningful, H2.2 is important but particularly hard to get funding for - chronically underfunded. Need 
more collaboration and resource sharing among managers
#2 H2.3 in a balanced approach working with communities

CW Add CU Maurice River as a partner to W1.2, W1.4, W3.4
SC Add CU Maurice River as a partner to all strategies in Goal C2

HH Add CU Maurive River as a partner to H2.2
Jane Morton Gall HH Add focus on natives and control of invasives in Healthy Habitats

*Water Monitor Plan of Tidewaters Gateway Partnership, Inc.

Karla Rossini 
*was unable to 
attend, but 
mailed in 

  
HEALTHY WATER ACTION BUSINESS PLAN
What’s in your water?
What’s in the water you are drinking?
The “water crisis” is right here – right now.
You need to understand your water now before you are hurt by it.
What is in Flint is right here too.
WHAT DO WE NEED TO DO TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND OUR WATER?
We need hand held monitors to test the water wherever we are. In the water tap outlet, in the glass served in a restaurant, in the “bottled” water, in the swimming pool, local streams, rivers, bays, 
oceans  – wherever.
We need to know the difference between “healthy, natural” water and “filtered” water, “distilled” water, “desalinated” water, “clean” water, “processed” water, “treated” water “pure” water etc.. This 
requires education materials.
We need to know what toxins are in the water, what they can do to our health, how they got in the water and how to get them out of the water.
We need a website, which can be accessed by anyone and is operated by non-governmental private educational organizations. 
This website would identify what is in the water and answer the questions in #3 above.
We need an instruction sheet on how and to whom to report toxic materials in our water. This would include government agencies, private organizations and citizen action groups in order to raise 
awareness and develop action plans to rectify the challenges.
We need an instruction sheet explaining how to file a lawsuit against guilty parties if and when required to initiate remediation.
ISSUES TO KEEP IN MIND THROUGHOUT ENTIRE PROCESS OF REMEDIATION.
Government agencies and businesses for profit can not be trusted to supply complete and accurate information. Always remember what is still happening in Flint. This is the same everywhere in this 
country at this time. Philadelphia and Chicago are the worst cities for lead in the water at this time.
People do not understand the difference between “healthy natural” water and all of the non specific words used to describe it listed in #2. Everything listed in #2 are dead and without the elements and 
minerals necessary for healthy human bodies. The model used by water treatment facilities is “distilled” water – this is dead and empty water with incomplete content for healthy bodies.
We need to know the chemical definition of “healthy natural” water to know and understand what nature put in the water, what is required for human health, what are the body responses for what is 
missing and what is really critical. To understand this and operate with reliable information, we need what could be called “HEALTHY WATER CITIZEN MONITORS” and have these available to every 
American, provided by government funding in order to protect our constitutional rights to healthy water as American citizens.
THIS TECHNOLOGY CAN NOW BE APPLIED TO CONSTANT MONITORING OF ANY OPEN WATERS INCLUDING THE DELAWARE ESTUARY AND BAY
Consistent with our original goals of cleaning the Delaware River estuary and bay waters, the hand held technology can go anywhere and anytime in boats, on foot, in automobiles etc. to run real time 
specific on site testing of open waters, discharges, stream entries or any potential sources of pollution. If found, instant reporting and call for remediation of any pollution sources can be accomplished 
immediately and on site. 

                                  
                               

          
           
                                  

                                
                                  



  
    

   
      

        
            

       
           

                                    
   

                           
  

                               
                  
               

                                
        

                    
         

                               
                  

                                   
                            

                                   
                              

                 
                  

                                  
                               

    
The final step for constant monitoring of any open water will be to apply this technology to satellite transmission technology to enable constant monitoring of any open water at any time on the planet 
located by GPS locations. When this technology is implemented, the polluters will have no recourse than stop polluting to avoid prosecution. There will be no place or manipulation procedure to hide 
anymore.
THIS ACTUALLY IS ONE WAY TO KEEP AMERICA “HEALTHY AND STRONG”!
The agencies lie - that's why we need to do it ourselves.
This meter would show things that should be in the water in green - dangerous pollutants in red -  questionable chemicals in white. There would be a connection to satellite for explanations, GPS 
location and agency contacts to report criminal discharges and dangerous pollution. Agency reports (think Flint) do not tell the truth. This technology does not exist yet. We have to join together to 
make it happen, which will threaten all government agencies and public water suppliers as well as give us a tool to see the river condition any time - any place and report it real time.



Notes from Other Meetings and Online Feedback Form
CCMP revision feedback was gathered at additional meetings where PDE staff were in attendance and available to present material on the 
CCMP revision process. These were sent in anonymously. An online google form was posted on the PDE website as an open platform to gather 
ongoing feedback on the CCMP revision and was posted online in August 2017.

Individual Theme Comments Received

Anonymous 1 SC
#1 One of the missing pieces in this document is an acknowledgement that systemic racism is unintentionally part of the reason some 
stakeholders are not involved

Anonymous 2 CW
#2 Toxics and emerging contaminants are issues for people who fight to feed their families. This is important to protect poor people and non-
english speakers

SC #2 Restoring the urban core to serve more people with clean water, and redirect economic growth away from sensitive areas
SC #4 Add National Park Service, State planning ofices in all three states
HH #1 We need other habitats and not just on fish and shellfish (e.g. herps, birds)

#2 Audubon, RAMSAR Convention

Anonymous 3 SC
#1 Not only waterfronts but also SHORELINES (Cumberland Bayshore is made up of townships, most of which is currently unprotected), need to 
enhance access to the Delaware Bay possibly if not regulated to its demise

SC #2 Flood protection and calling out more actions to address shorelines

HH

#2 Shoreline protection (to reduce losing the marsh area behind them), forest health depends on various stages of growth and more of NJ 
forests consist of monocultures of trees due to overregulation of timber harvest which adversely affects all wildlife and also hinders water 
filtration

HH #4 Work with the townships more
Emily Ruhl (MS Marine 
Biology Student at UD) CW

Are PCBs the only toxin being limited? This is not necessarily a toxin, but obviously CO2 emissions by factories have huge negative effects on 
our waterways. Perhaps your plan could address some of these issues

Yes, emjruhl@udel.edu CW Be more aware of how agricultural run-off is adding nutrients

SC
Living shorelines are great! Have you thought about tactics for preventing/removing invasive species along shorelines, like Phragmites? There 
are some great studies around sustainable removal

HH
Adopt-A-Forest could be an interesting idea to explore. Citizens could "adopt" tracts of land by donating money which could be used for 
restoration

HH Supplement more populations of fish and shellfish with lab-reared larvae
Anonymous 4 CW How does grey water get treated from a household to lakes?
Anonymous 5 HH I'd like to know more about horseshoe crabs
Anonymous 6 CW More in-depth analysis regarding the rising sea levels and the current climate change
Anonymous 7 SC Increase awareness with the waterfront communities regarding pollution that may be related to the sea level rise

HH More aquatic species that are in danger and needs a population revival

OTHER MEETINGS/ONLINE FORM COMMENTS

The Partnership for the Delaware Estuary posted an online public form on the organization's website to continue to gather feedback on the CCMP revision process for those individuals 
who were unable to attend an in-person meeting but still wanted to provide feedback on the draft plan and addressed the four questions presented during the open houses.

Interest in serving on a committee (and topics of interest) are listed after the participant's name.



Rob Tunstead HH

USDA - NRCS can better inventory, map, and improve habitats by providing a more accurate Coastal Zone Soil Survey (CZSS) product.  Better soil 
surveys maps of the tidal / salt marshes along with inventories of the subaqueous soil resources can only help prioritize habitats essential for 
preservation and restoration.  A CZSS is a baseline soil resource inventory tool that can be utilized for wise-land use planning. 

Maybe, 
rob.tunstead@nj.usda.gov
George Richard Horvath HH Remove invasive species, do not develop wetlands, plant more trees, reduce pollution, stock more fish

SC Have community volunteers remove invasive species
HH #1 I fish or hunt nearly everyday and most environmental groups do not support fishing and hunting
SC #2 Partner with hunting and fishing groups like Ducks Unlimited, Delta Waterfowl, Bass Delaware River Fisherman's Association, etc.
HH #3 Estuary Enhancement Program illegally removed foot access to Delaware Bay and nobody did anything about it
HH #4 Use drones for research

Neil Quinlan CW

DE City Refinery pollution issues, especially the need to upgrade to a closed loop / cooling tower system. The thermal load alone is deeply 
disturbing to the natural water temperature. Millions of fish and larvae are being killed every year by the refinery cooling water systems, which 
look as if they were intentionally designed as fish traps.  The combination of impingement (caught on intake screens) and entrainment (pumped 
through the system and cooked) is unnatural and is seriously damaging to the river.

Maybe, 
nfquinlansr@netscape.net HH

Red Lion Creek Dike work appears to have significantly lowered the water level in the creek. Is the transition from a salt marsh to a fresh water 
deliberate, plannned or an approved environmental impact? 

Sara Joslin CW
Please specifically include persistent organic pollutants which are resistant to environmental degradation (applicable to W2.2, W2.3, W2.4, 
W2.5). C8, C9 are examples of legacy chemicals found in PA, DE and NJ 

sara.joslin@comcast.net SC
add American Water (new headquarters is on Camden Waterfront) and CCMUA as community partners including engaging youth such as Green 
Ambassadors etc and developing Green employment awareness, internships. 

SC
Promote the Sustainable Development Goals - see 2017 report on SDG Index for 100 top US Cities which includes Philadelphia-Camden-
Wilmington. Add Petty's Island / NJ Audubon Society - see below

SC

Please include the NJ Audubon Society - Kelly Wenzel, Project Director for Urban education, is a contact for partnership, Petty's Island access, 
coordinates annual meeting of stakeholders etc. Recommend photo of Petty's Island / North Camden for publication in Delaware Estuary Plan, 
(C1.1 to C1.4 also C2.1 to C2-6)

HH
map ghost forest as a measure of salt water intrusion, relate to water resource plan, storm frequency/ flood surge/climate trends, & 
development (drought status, water usage, overpumping, etc) - anticipate 3% loss of NJ land area due to climate change.

HH include NJ Climate Alliiance as a partner

HH
#4 Agricultural Research Services - FYI - ARS Newark does research on beneficial insects,  Watershed ambassadors,  soil health/biome/ 
chemistry research, bees/ beekeepers/ pollinators such as butterflies, bats etc   



Open House #1 at Tulpehaking Nature Center on 9/12, 11:30am 
 

• Finding loss of high marsh areas along the southern part of the Delaware Estuary (e.g. marsh 
erosion) 

• Need a driver (e.g. TMDL) to drive projects and the funding for the projects 
• Unless you come up with funding mechanisms, with dwindling resources and the funding and 

different levels, you aren’t going to be able to do it 
• Incorporate partners from the business community (e.g. power companies, water utilities, 

electric companies, chemical companies, refineries up and down the river, maritime groups, ag 
groups, fishing groups) 

• Include science fairs, Philadelphia science festival, Young innovators fair, STEAM education 
• Integrate more teacher workshops that take place across the estuary (e.g. Mercer County 

Science Fair in March, Crosswicks Creek teacher workshops) 
• Using the same regulations from the 70s and 80s for today’s issues which is a huge problem 
• Issues surrounding the entire political climate changing and future issues with climate change 

and increased flooding 
• Include invasive species of various kinds 
• In this particular area, archaeology is very important, and could better incorporate cultural 

resources and heritage into this plan along with natural resources 
• Areas like Tulpehaking Nature Center and refuge areas should not be forgotten in this plan 
• How do you define a working waterfront? Need to capture historical waterfronts as well and can 

fit into C1.4 
• Add more conferences (what goes on in the other areas of the Estuary) 
• Large issues on both sides of the Bay (DE and NJ) with high level of investment in the upper 

portion, and not being ties together with the lower bay area 
• Political understanding of why we want to restore habitats (more than just closing beaches for 

birds) for flood prevention, economic activity ecotourism, water quality improvements 
• No one tying all of these investments together (hard to get everyone at the table let alone put a 

large regional plan in action) 
• Resilient communities will be challenging to tackle, don’t have base of science and policy for 

resilience work but have it for others (will need to create new stakeholder organizations through 
these actions) 

• Economic interest needs to be tied up into the health of the system 
• Nature as an important part of cultural health needs to be integrated, will help engage the 

general public 
• Need actions that help people to become more comfortable with the outdoors, the benefits out 

spending time outdoors (e.g. ‘forest bathing’ in Japan) 
• Working with municipalities to ensure rules and regulations work and address parts of this plan, 

need to work more closely with municipalities and governments, etc.   
• Mercer County Park Commission – currently covering large level of forestry work, plans to 

improve diversity of forest structure and would want to collaborate (Jillian Stark) 
• Work with NRCS more for farm work etc.  

 
Open House #2 at Silver Lake Nature Center on 9/12, 4:30pm 

-Missing: 



• There’s not enough emphasis on legislation 
• The general public does not understand what healthy water means so we need to teach people 

how we define healthy water to educate them (e.g. through citizen science opportunities, public 
needs the opportunity to use hand-held monitors because of the severity of the current 
condition in certain waterways) 

• Establish this new regional baselines (through Special Protection Waters, need to use a different 
baseline in the tidewater and need a five-year baseline study for Trenton to the ocean) 

• Addressing toxins is missing completely and should be included 
• Need more definitions to words that describe healthy water, natural water, clean water 
• Citizen scientists to help share data, and utilize the best available technology (making this 

handheld monitoring technology available – good way to track pollution) 
• Regional Sediment Management – problem here down at the bottom of the watershed, there 

are issues with management and in certain places it’s not doing what we want it to do (Silver 
Lake) 

• Philadelphia Water Department is a large waster of water and will not do projects unless they 
know where the money is coming from, water in Philadelphia is not that good right now (380 
pollutants in the waterways in Philadelphia) 

• Targeting historical industrial sites (e.g. mercury, lead), need to have a baseline for the region 
• There are so many employment opportunities here to green different areas, why isn’t this 

included? 
• Work more with the local municipalities, help smaller organizations get things done that don’t 

have the money to bring in others to assist (funding and tech transfer) 
• Creating programs that get community partners to work together 
• How do you keep tabs on things that are happening in all of these watersheds? Struggle with 

trying to do this effectively, no one region has figured it out 

-How to implement in your area: 

• Need a much higher level of funding 
• Need to find a way to better coordinate efforts with local groups that are already doing so much 
• Area surrounded by cities with no jobs and no money, but are located along waterways. Can 

create entry level jobs and come out and show people how to implement particular restoration 
tactics and learn the skills 

• Focus efforts in smaller areas where you can show there is a measurable difference, need to 
have people disseminate the information 

• Idea of having technical information in one place, and ensure all in one place for partners to 
collaborate and work together 

-Potential partners/innovative new ideas: 

• Consider getting more schools involved with the science departments, more rain gardens, 
increasing academic partnerships 

• Have people sign on as a petition to say they are interested in participating in this plan 

 
Open House #3 at Hildacy Preserve on 9/13, 4:30pm 



• The word plastic is not listed anywhere in this document (how to explicitly microplastics, plastic 
bags), this will help engage the public since everyone knows about plastic trash pollution and 
microbeads (this and other emerging contaminants is such a huge topic) 

• Variety of emerging pollutants not yet regulated, research around microplastics, plastics is a way 
to get the word out to the general public 

• See land use planning, see things smaller or lower rather than these large organizations, use big 
groups for science and advertising, but you need to talk to the local groups as well 

• Media on track to be a town that is plastics-free. Could emphasize these practices to start 
targeting at the local level, working with municipal managers 

HEALTHY HABITATS 

• Need to use the language that is familiar to the people you are talking to and working with 
(won’t get anywhere with the public unless we use language that that everyone understands) 

• If you’re talking to someone who is surrounded by woods, it doesn’t make sense to them to 
understand why forests need to be protected, so you need to get people to the table to educate 
to people on what is happening in other areas and engage 

• Engaging stakeholders and getting people to talk across lines they generally don’t talk across will 
make the changes happen 

• How do you get people to protect if they don’t see danger? Can have them interact with wildlife 
• Fracking – Philadelphia sustainable meeting, someone went off on fracking, the barrier was that 

the audience included a lot of people of color in Philadelphia, when you are living with pollution 
all around you, and you are talking about fracking in a pristine area, there’s no connection 

COMMUNITIES 

• Don’t understand why we are interested in restoring ‘working waterfronts’, there’s no context 
to the river for the people often living there, what is a ‘working waterfront’? 

• PDE could tell stories, have people that talk about how their life was changed because an 
industry was brought back, or how the resource made a difference to them through positive 
changes 

• People who have a network can get the message out to e.g. Network of Elementary Science 
Teachers (NEST), private school teachers 

• CUSP meetings (Rich Johnson) have accurate and correct information and messaging about 
climate change, also understanding how behavior is impacted (work on sending emails in an 
effective way through the correct messaging) 

• Resilient water communities and linking to rewarding cross organizational collaborations (CUSP 
model-specific goal of getting us prepared for climate change, more collaborators, you get 
money for your group, builds/rewards collaboration) 

• Increasing diversity among populations needs to include racism piece. There is structural racism 
in environmental institutions and if you want to effectively get the stakeholders involved, you 
have to be on level territory (people need to hear that they actually have similar views from 
each other) 

• Better understanding white privilege for a more sustainable future 
• If you are in a meeting and there is 80% white people, there is something wrong with the group 

of people in the room and is not demonstrating the correct population 
• Story/example related to diversity aspects: African American people have been 

gardening/farming for decades and training their children, multiple places around community 



gardens (Lamont Community Center) African American farmers that have been there for 
decades 

• Environmental education centers in Philadelphia, come in on equal footing 
• Have someone who understands diversity training come in and approach it from a diversity 

training perspective, who effectively deals with diversity training, people are doing this in HR in 
their companies to find the equality in the people involved 

• Phrases like ‘engaging the community’ is not an equal statement and can be read as a top-down 
statement 

• Environmental community has related to predominantly white people for a long time 
• Where in this document is there some space for this diversity? Need to make sure we are 

interacting with everyone 
• PA Coast day-low economic settings, tough to engage, things prepared didn’t even relate to the 

participants, need to engage the audience in different ways 
• Need to look at strong communities differently and break it down by each community 
• C2.2: Could include something to incorporate how we recognize the power and care for 

community strategies that there are many stakeholders that have not been engaged with in the 
process (rather than generally saying the plan will engage new people and diverse groups) 

• Need to recognize that societal change points to the fact that some communities have not been 
part of the process so far, and how, in the next 10 years, we will look at how to better engage 
every walk of life in the Estuary 

• Once you connect with someone, then you are coming to the table equally 
• Engage DIVERSE communities in C2.2 
• One of the ways to get diverse communities is work on having more black educators because at 

the high school middle school level to better educate diverse groups and mentor new leaders 

 
Open House #4 at Ashland Nature Center 9/19, 4:30pm 

CLEAN WATERS 
Nutrient Pollution 

• A lot of the organizations listed are more regulatory agencies, why aren’t there more private 
organizations listed here? Might be more helpful to have these local partners to provide funding 

• Mix of utilities with manufacturing and promotion of industry could be its own category, other 
behind the scenes groups that can be brought into this 

• Chesapeake Utilities employees can be included (and other related) 
• Need to have a way to gently discuss regulation (older sites contributing to nonpoint pollution 

need to be addressed) 
• Estuary has some unique commercial industry with mushrooms and chicken (other ag.) which 

ties into water quality. Is there a way to recognize this unique regional industry that others 
might not know about? Nudge in wording to focus on this and innovation within those areas and 
might also help with funding 

• We also have wild and scenic – why isn’t there mention of the national park service? 
• Include Delaware Water Resources Agency at University of Delaware (land research and work 

with biolfilters/agricultural runoff, funding for this), poultry industry 
• How to better identify where the research and funding opportunities are 

 
 



Other Pollutants 

• If you’re thinking of infrastructure related improvements and designs, need to work with 
regulatory people from the beginning because there might be particular design implementation 
required 

• Economic development groups in the states could also be included 

Flow  

• The title for W3 versus the actions don’t really match the strategies-as far as ecosystems go, 
only monitoring targets and there’s little pertaining to drinking water (strategies not direct TO 
drinking water). There’s also only one strategy (monitoring) that covers drinking water and 
ecosystems 

• Could rewrite this goal to: Sustain flow to ‘decrease; impacts for drinking water and ecosystems 

 
HEALTHY HABITATS 

• Wetland loss: This goal will be the hardest to accomplish and will need to prioritize - fighting 
development will be difficult, and then sea level rise will also be a huge issue 

• Climax forested wetlands are difficult to target 
• Stem Forest loss: Should be improve forest habitat quality since not all priority forests are high 

quality areas (strategies look at health and sustainability, which are all quality areas) 
• Goals H1 and H2 are setting the bar less based on the wording of the goal. It’s not just about 

open space increasing, but improving the quality, reducing the loss of connections 
• Faculty/students at UD working with forest fragmentation and affecting eutrophic levels, UD 

Forest person in the entomology and wildlife college, entomologist looking at how forest 
fragmentation affects the insect population 

• How to bring in homeowners and work with lawn education and rethink using more native 
species 

• List Audubon for forest goals 
• Should have rain gardens integrated into habitat goes as well (only in CW right now) 
•  Goal H3 is very PDE centered, and not the estuary program. This is great for the Partnership’s 

strategic plan, but is too focused on PDE and not DELEP 
• Avian species, mammals, others, are not addressed at all, some people driving other initiatives 

might wonder why this is so restrictive 
• Pushing forest fire education at a regional level 

 
STRONG COMMUNITIES 

• C1: First strategy might be difficult to focus funds for since whole different set of collaborators 
and drivers here 

• Add Port of Wilmington and other maritime/port entities, fisheries and other waterfront related 
activity representatives 

• C1.1: To work, you’ll need a retrofit more than anything else, repurposing, and doing things 
better needs to be clarified in these strategies 

• C2: Do not have likely partners listed: What about radio stations, Comcast, PBS, big campaigns - 
since this is the one thing that most funders don’t fund, need to identify partners 

• Alliance for Watershed Education and DRWI is looking at Goal C2 and how to raise money 



• Save the Bay is a terrific branding/marketing strategy, so how do we hone in the message for 
the Estuary? 

• C2.1 Awareness for the Delaware River and Bay, can have people connect more to their local 
stream (call out Schuylkill, and have more emphasis on people connecting with their local 
streams) 

• Want to work with schools in waterfront communities and other community/local groups would 
be more interested in engaging with these actions  

• Didn’t talk about commercial and industrial partners, this would be helpful for funding and all 
these organizations have environmental groups now, people realize things can be done 
environmentally sound and there are more opportunities than ever to work with commercial 
since this is now recognized 

 
Open House #5 Camden County Environmental Center 9/28 11:30AM 
 
CLEAN WATER 

• How you measure success, we need more specific numbers or X%, hard to read without having 
these numbers and measures outlined right now 

• Target the urban part of the Estuary to focus on nutrients and Combined Sewer systems-many 
issues in these areas and education piece of this can hopefully enlist homeowners and 
landowners 

• Philadelphia green infrastructure techniques provide a compelling story when increasing 
greenspace in a city – quality of life and eliminating raw sewage overflows into the river, while 
advocating for municipal solutions. It’s easy to identify these problems and this is an important 
priority from standpoint of public education and stewardship as well as the municipal 
responsibilities 

• The drinking water portion of this document needs to have an overview, and there needs to be 
a connection to drinking water and how it relates to pollution (not really a clear message in the 
document right now)  

• Goal 3 should be listed first – Drinking water appeals to the public more than nutrients/other 
pollution 

• MS4 communities listed in one of the strategies, and PWD is a Core Partner, but Camden is not 
included as water purveyors, utilities, etc. Larger municipalities with exception of PWD are not 
mentioned at all and should be listed (as well as federal agencies) 

• MS4 community challenges with building capacity and need municipal staff and resources (e.g. 
Coatseville can’t address capacity challenges) 

• American Water (public utility company) moving into corporate headquarters, and serves 1 out 
of 3 people in New jersey- there could be a great impact by including corporate partners and 
this should be advocated because it’s their resources (there’s a lot invested in water, salt line, 
etc) 

• Alliance for Watershed Education Delaware River reference needs to be corrected – 
Watershedalliance.org – goal to focus on clean water through education activities and get 
people on the water, combined with recreation and education 

• Incorporate Camden Green Ambassador program, trying to create avenues to move into 
different green jobs options (City of Wilmington has robust program now as well) 

• Camden has many nonprofits that focus on science and future careers (e.g. Urban Promise, 
others not sponsored by the city) 



• Needs more description associated in this document on Regional Sediment Management Plan, 
general public doesn’t know what that is (sediment in estuary as a pollutant and as a resource) 

• For RSM strategy why isn’t it in the Pollutants area instead of flow? If people know sediments 
for this plan the first thing they will probably think of is pollution 

• Are all of these states doing a good job in comparison with other states involved for flow, 
pollution, etc? Water source from Camden is very important, NJ enacted highlands program for 
water protection 

• Funding sources are limited and drying up, federal agencies are also disappearing and funding 
continues to be cut (relying on the states might be more important for the regulatory aspects 
and leading some of these strategies) 

• Promoting land use through local municipalities should be soliciting/lobbying state agencies and 
legislatures to get stronger regulatory programs (e.g. riparian zones, better storm water 
programs in Camden maybe compared to the other states), (explained how NEPs funds/match 
funds cant over regulatory, lobbying) 

• Could show some comparisons across programs and how they worked without saying you are 
lobbying (providing state programs that worked well or provide an assessment of what 
happened since the last plan) 

• Include streams without riparian buffer that you want to restore – inventory of areas where 
local residents want to see restored 

• Are tributaries in each state being compared rather than across the estuary as a whole? Maybe 
there should be something more specific, could be the engine to demonstrate what states are 
following through with restoration and rehabilitation 

• Where in here have we addressed hydraulic fracturing and fracking waste? Everything coming 
out right now with DRBC and potentially giving water to fracking companies 

• Emerging contaminants are getting more attention, don’t see this captured as much, there are 
regulations in New Jersey right now 

• Other materials like pharmaceuticals and chlorinated pesticides (surfactant-like) need to be 
well-captured in this plan as well 

• W2.4 is very critical 
• Innovative and infrastructure-related water quality – there needs to be a mechanism to monitor 

how these are being affected/maintained. Reaching to achieve certain runoff goals but some 
‘old school’ devices that are not used are actually better. If there is no follow up or mapping of 
these innovative units, there’s no way to track how effective they really are 

HEALTHY HABITATS 

• Protecting wetlands are still very important 
• Surprised there isn’t more about resiliency on impacts from sea level rise in this part but also the 

entire document (especially in Delaware), and the kinds of uses that are happening there 
(Delaware Coastal Zone) 

• How is SLR going to impact the estuary and what additional threats will we be seeing from more 
pollution, how to address aspects that will be enhanced by climate change (pollution runoff 
increased from mass flood events), how to consider these storm events (e.g. NJ to lose 3% of its 
land area) 

• Climate information needs to be floated to the legislatures – use STAC white papers on PDE 
website to share the scientific evidence 

• Wetland mapping – evaluate previous maps to see how things have been lost 
• pH and salinity are also very critical to be monitoring  



• Forest management loss: nothing that has to do with burning, controlled burn as opposed to 
natural burns (e.g. children in Seattle can’t go outside because the smoke is so bad on certain 
days) 

• Because of climate change, the actual forest composition is changing which may impact the 
ability to preserve water. Tracking what species will be successful is key because they are 
already being monitored and measure the value  

• Important to have people harvesting the HSC in here as well since shellfish are huge, so need to 
work with these groups  

• H3.2 inventory and mapping, look and previous and compare to current trends  

STRONG COMMUNITIES 
 

• People are more concerned about the security of properties, and states are more willing to 
concede on public access because of current issues 

• Restore working waterfronts can be read many different ways 
• Providing more jobs is the engine to help reports for showing the economic value of the Estuary 

since money is what drives the enhancement and restoration projects 
• Measuring reduced brownfield areas by what? # of sites? $ impacts, size reduced? 

 
Open House #6 Bartram’s Garden 9/28 4:30PM 
 

• Academy of Natural Sciences work looking at pollutants Delaware River point source 
documenting a huge drop should be better highlighted and shouldn’t be lost (can the plan 
document this and show these improvements to demonstrate that positive change is possible?) 

• Need to provide definition of point versus non-point sources: Point source coming out of pipe or 
rivlet (straight flowing off the land or coming together), much easier to regulate since you can 
actually monitor, stormwater and MS4s are looking at point sources 

• One of the issues in the estuary right now is to get DO standards higher, wastewater plants need 
to improve their systems 

• NJ Climate change alliance by Rutgers, how many people from NJ thought climate change was 
an issue (50%), but will it affect you? Tough question 

• Capture southwest Philly with high level of industrial space with refineries and junkyards 
unregulated, illegal pipe activities and untreated pollution (also socioeconomically marginalized, 
no connections to people) 

• With all the language in the draft plan, how to address issues of advocacy and taking on people 
who are known to be in violation of certain rules?  

• How will we measure success is mostly a governmental role with little opportunity for citizens to 
influence most of this? 

• Clean Air Council concerned about all the pipeline influences in the area to deal with wetlands 
and forest loss, there should be recommendations about municipalities to ensure that pipelines 
do not go throughout these critical habitats (some recommendation about them to review 
proposals to ensure these are not produced in vulnerable areas, land use managers to use 
practices that support these goals and actions, on the books can be allowed to go through 
wetlands so how do we make state regulators and county level as well go above and beyond this 
and actually help to ensure these critical areas are not destroyed?) 



• Can’t step out to the lobbying side, but can still get the word out on these issues and PDE could 
to this more 

• HH not a big mention of improving native plants, agriculture, local native nurseries, in fish and 
shellfish but could be listed in other strategies, can also fall into outreach for homeowners, etc.  

• In SC promoting working waterfront, EJ concern areas, southwest Philadelphia with a population 
living really close to industrial areas, could the language be stronger in terms of there being an 
amount of disproportionate effects on certain communities in relation to others related to 
industry that is not getting the type of regulation that is ideal? 

• Can you define ‘working waterfronts’? A difficult phrase to wrap head around 
o Restore low-income, depressed areas to lively economy, restore critical and native 

habitat, oyster and clam fishery folks, more than just ‘urban waterfront’  
• We all live downstream, but people also live right here, might not affect an oyster but may 

affect a child’s health, and need to address people with issues right on the waterway (e.g. 
Philadelphia) 

• Metrics between revitalizing a neighborhood and if the area will have more/less access to higher 
education and is it providing jobs for that community (and not providing jobs for other people to 
come in and take)  

• Communities revitalized, acres of brownfields, jobs created, are all good, but are these for the 
specific community members? Looking at other places where there have been similar projects 
and what is the true economic outcome of the area? 

• Would be great to have a list of acronyms available 
• With increased hurricanes and all this flooding, there should be ways to better tie in flooding to 

public engagement goals, communicating flooding to the public is difficult 
• Dialogue about expanding fossil fuel energy hub in Philadelphia, different types of energy and 

infrastructure, preserving an area and making it better, reducing brownfield areas needs to be 
more specific about reducing brownfield areas 

• Include Master Gardeners, extension services, Master Naturalist programs, organizations that 
have requirements for volunteer service, PA Watersheds Stewards  

• Stronger emphasis on noncapital strategies (more than just on the ground forested buffers), 
how do we work with counties, open space programs, citizens to push their supervisors a bit 
more 

• Will plan with respect to climate change take into consideration areas that are not wetlands 
now but may become wetlands due to climate influences 

• This all costs money, and people need to be aware that the government is not supporting all of 
this, what would we do without William Penn 

• EJ communities are ‘hot topics’ and are struggling for the funds, how do we work with smaller 
groups and lift them up and how do we leverage these partnerships?  

• PDE’s work with the community has its limitations, and I would urge to not be afraid of 
advocacy, if the community is afraid of something it’s important to capture it 

• NGOs are crucial in the DRB, forests in headwaters are privately held and government doesn’t 
handle this well - if we protect a bunch of small areas, it can make a big difference 

• Include PA Horticultural society – 30 gardens and arboretums in the area, people want a fresh 
environment and clean water 

• Sharing success stories can tie into increasing access to waterfronts 
o WPF Philadelphia example: Help with a program to have shipping container with 

volunteers to store kayaks/canoes in exchange for volunteering to offer free kayaking 
and rowboats, high school students making the rowboats, way to stretch a little bit of 



funding that goes a long way with 400 plus people involved and helps promote local 
involvement. Providing economic accessibility has paid a lot of dividends and opened 
our eyes to the importance of the river for fishing access and learned not to disrupt 
fishing access. People that didn’t know the river was here now know and might promote 
stewardship and their personal investment in the waterway by having this free 
opportunity of engagement 

 
CCMP Open House at Virden Center, Lewes, DE 
 
CLEAN WATERS 
Nutrient Pollution 

• Add departments of agriculture, development and commercial companies (from states, help 
farmers to achieve their goals, focus at the local level) 

• Conversations with the agricultural community needs to include industry members 
• Include Green Solutions (Millsboro, DE): helps to eliminate compost and spread of disease, work 

with Sustainable Energy Utility (low interest loans for solar, lower kwh and is currently self-
funded) 

• Include bioremediation for nonpoint source pollution (e.g. current work with duckweed) 
• Use economics and jobs as the drivers and future innovation 
• Agricultural practices which accumulate in urban environments should be addressed (What 

happens when these areas flood?) 
• More actions that emphasize development and tourist industry 
• Using chickens for aquatic feed in the correct way (rather than HSC) 
• Reuse while being environmentally conscious  
• Southern Delaware tourism  Brew pubs should be integrated somehow by tying their need for 

clean water 
• W1.4: continue with outreach and expand this strategy 
• ABC (Association of Bayshore Communities?) to be more engaged in this process (would help to 

talk and interact with these other unincorporated groups) 

 
Other Pollutants 

• Chesapeake Bay Program is more regulatory, dramatic improvements in water quality via 
municipalities (can look into how they are doing this) 

• Education and outreach goals only go so far…need to focus on other areas as well 
• Deal with nonpoint source pollution through DEVELOPERS and MUNICIPALITIES 
• Local municipalities  Coastal Zone stopped high level of pollution, need to work on ways to 

push politicians to do the right thing 

HEALTHY HABITATS 
 
Wetlands 

• Sussex County, filling in high level of wetlands (losing filtration, lagoon loss resulting in 
decreased dissolved oxygen levels) 

• Counties not regulating freshwater wetlands 



• Need more emphasis on coastal wetlands and erosion 
• Living shorelines, Wetlands Assessment might provide recommendation on who to work with 

(on DNREC website) 
• Protection of isolated wetlands 
• Generating revenue getting challenged at the local level for freshwater wetlands 
• Might be more efficient to work at the state level 
• Lead advocacy education on non-tidal wetlands 
• Work with partners to grow back and rebuild marshes (e.g. Prime Hook restoration project) 
• Need more sediment and stabilization  
• Communities need to know the VALUE of wetlands, target coastal communities  
• Carbon budget for municipalities  
• Wetlands as a high priority 
• DRBA can be more pronounced 
• USFWS should be listed under wetlands strategies 
• ACOE could be listed more 

Forests 

• Key to have conservation groups prioritizing the areas 
• Funds from the City of Wilmington and using water quality projects (using current models) 
• Currently short on mitigation strategies for forest loss 
• Farmland in addition to forest preservation 
• Use the CCMP to demonstrate the connectedness between different actions 

Fish and Shellfish 
 

• Oyster population in the Delaware Bay currently hovering at a consistent level, concerns about 
fishery industry, substrates in shell, the amount of shell that is still needed to be returned to the 
bay is a high amount that will not be covered by shell recycling alone 

• Need to implement more aquaculture methodologies 
• Annual recruitment, DE and NJ working on restoration tactics together across state boundaries  
• Delaware Bay Oyster Restoration Task Force  
• NJ seed bed areas could be more extensive  
• Look at Horseshoe crab programs in Japan and review their techniques, reduce HSC harvesting 

rates by using other options (e.g. chickens) 

 
STRONG COMMUNITIES 
 

• Coastal communities need assistance with technical knowledge (MD, Lewes, DE), working with 
these rich cultural areas (particularly Lewes, DE) 

• Motivation to do the right thing usually comes out of jobs, need to look at the best path to get 
there ** 

• The terms Working Waterfront an Resilience work well together  feed into strong coastal 
communities and the value to reduce storm surge 

• Evaluating ecosystem services in urban areas to help protect these locations through analysis 
(look at Lloyd’s Institute) 



• Surround ecosystems (wetlands/forests) and working with communities and city councils 
• Entities looking at sustainability of their investments 
• Local council meetings to provide awareness on communities 
• Incentivizing communities to do things more efficient and sustainable, but many still won’t make 

the changes needed 
• Look at Center for Inland Bays runoff approaches as a resource 
• DelDOT could be a partner in other areas throughout this document 

 
CCMP Open House Bayshore Center and Bivalve 
CLEAN WATERS 

• W1: Are they currently measureable where pollutants come from? Need baselines that are 
easily accessible to the public (online, and other places) 

• W1: Concerns over the Maurice, Cohansey, and Stow Creek, discharge going into management 
areas 

• W1.2: Need to add USDA NRCS (for agricultural BMPs), look outside focus area of DRWI 
(stormwater and ag. BMP runoff, land protection 

• Add and correct South Jersey Bayshore Coalition 
• W3.5: RSMP, where are ‘toxins’ not a companion in the pollutants area that covers sediments 

that are carrying pollution, needs to be listed as a new strategy W1.7 
o Should also be captured in communities: separated by dredging covered in communities 

(impact to communities and industry) 
• W2.4 might be too broad, what about sediments and harmful bacteria, excess nutrients 
• Call out how to work with private landowners more throughout this document (currently 

doesn’t hit home with farmers, agricultural groups etc.), and target incentives for these groups 
• Work with property managers (high level of properties are currently leased)  

HEALTHY HABITATS 

• Beach/marsh/forests impacted by storms 
• H2 # or amount of buffers that have been increased could be used as a measurement 

STRONG COMMUNITIES 

• Wetlands loss, BEACHES need to be addressed with wetland protection more clearly (which ties 
into C1, communities and resilience), these items need to be captured in C1.3 

• Add the word ‘communities’ to strategy C1.3 
• H2 is addressing only existing forests, maintaining current forests, planting buffers. Details here 

need to tie back into the specific goal (heading should also reflect this) 
• Government currently putting a large focus on the Barnegat Bay and their CCMP revision, how 

to tie their techniques into the Delaware Estuary and let them know about the current plan 
(public awareness/stakeholder engagement)? 

• Creating a persona for the Delaware Bay using professional marketing teams 
• Create a new strategy in SC to demonstrate how communications with current administration is 

key 
• Information sharing and technology transfer for regional planning for NJ and DE sides of the Bay 
• Challenges with not including the entire watershed, since affects everything downstream 



• Need to define where you can be the most effective and identify where the holes are located 
that are not currently covered by other organizations already (areas where DRWI is NOT funding 
and can use this as a pointer to help identify gaps) 

• Add Bayshore Heritage Byway to C1, and byway on the Delaware side (education improvements, 
access, restrooms, business start-ups) 

• Conducting a GAP Analysis: Looking geographically but also opportunities to bring groups 
together  

o Specifically, local governments to share information with one another, could be done on 
the off year of the PDE Science Summit to bring organizations involved to share 
information/tech transfer, could be done through a virtual gathering (local governments 
involved, education and outreach focus) 

  
OTHER MEETING NOTES 
 
SAN E&O Meeting at Fairmount Waterworks, September 22nd  

• Private developments, new easements and trail access, trail access. 
• Waterfront development corporations should be targeted 
• Educating businesses, how do you define communities? 
• C1.2: How to define technical assistance, not clear  
• Under H1.4: proposed focus has ecosystem service values should be a broader strategy to all 

wetlands, can measure baselines all day but if you’re not going to use it or educate, what’s the 
point, this can be listed on a broader scale here, can be better communicated with people 

• Coastal zone act over next year would be good to get into the access part of it because of the 
language component 

• How can these places being restored and renovated, how can we make sure public access is part 
of the renovation as well? How to increase public access in these spots?  

 
Upper Lehigh Cluster (of the DRWI) Partners Meeting at Wildlands Conservancy on Monday, 
September 25th  

• Happy to see abandoned mine drainage in there – enormous issue in Lehigh headwaters that the 
DRWI is not addressing (Wildlands Conservancy works on, but not making much progress – huge 
amounts of water coming out of tunnels) 

• Dam removal and restoration of fish passage big issue in Lehigh – in there?   
• Riparian buffers – after many years of doing projects don’t feel like it’s really making a difference, 

still see them being removed, ignorance/resistance to them – feel like something more aggressive is 
needed – if not regulation, then an aggressive, large scale outreach campaign 

• Forest stewardship funding is a tremendous need – many large tracts owned by non profit 
organizations / land trusts, with no large sources of funding for stewardship activities 

• In the Pocono-Kittatinny, the Pinchot Institute has received funding for forest stewardship, should 
be linked in 

• Any value to linking buffers as a way to help with flooding, as a way to appeal to people?  Sue Fanok 
of TNC has been working on a large-scale floodplain project with WPF funds, may be some outcomes 
/ lessons learned that should be incorporated 



• The Kittatiny Ridge has applied for federal “Sentinel Landscape” designation, which would direct the 
Depts of Defense, Agriculture, and others to work together to protect it, for the purpose of 
protecting the military installation there from encroachment; a group of partners have signed on to 
a letter of commitment (called REPI?) – PDE want to join?  (http://sentinellandscapes.org/federal-
programs/)  

 
Additional meetings where CCMP revision materials were presented and discussed: 

• 8/24/17 Philadelphia Cluster, Philadelphia PA (Patrick Starr: 10+/-, requested participation in open 
houses, written feedback) 

• 8/30/17 South Jersey Bayshore Council, Bivalve NJ (Emily/Renee: attendance?) notes added in excel 
sheets 

• 9/7/17 PDE Board Meeting, Wilmington DE (Jen: 15+/-, requested written feedback) 
• 9/14/17 WRADRB Board Meeting, Lambertville PA (Jen: 15+/- notes attached) 
• 9/15/17 South Jersey Bayshore Coalition, Millville NJ? (Kate/Kaitlin: requested participation in open 

houses, written feedback) 
• 9/15/17 StateImpact & NJSpotlight The Delaware River Watershed: Protecting Today 

and Tomorrow, Camden NJ (Jen:  30+/-, requested participation in open houses, written feedback) 
• 9/18/17 EIC and STAC (Jen/Emily: requested written feedback) 
• 9/22 SAN E&O Meeting at Fairmount Water Works (7 attendees), 10-minutes of discussion, asked 

for written feedback/participation in open houses 
• 8/24 invitation emailed to all DRWI partners (and 8/31 again through basecamp) 
• 8/31 invitation emailed to all SAN partners (100+) 
• 9/20 SAN bus tour (brief remarks, shared flyer) 
• 9/25 Lehigh Cluster Meeting (notes aboce) 
• 10/11 Experience the Estuary Celebration (400+; remarks, table) 
• 10/17 Delaware River Watershed Forum (50 +/- presentation; invited feedback by email/online) 

 

CCMP Open Houses Communications 

As of 8-23-17 
 

• WHYY 90.9 FM radio - 13 30-second underwriting ads on Newsworks by using advertising credits. 
o ~580,000 listeners per week 

• League of Conservation Voters – will send emails two weeks prior to each open house to PA and NJ 
list. 

•  ~ 2500 on the list serve 
• PDE Summer newsletter - Full-page article with dates of each open house listed. 
• Mailed and shipped 23,635 print copies, with hundreds more available as handouts at Pennsylvania 

Coast Day and elsewhere 
• PDE E-newsletter - to be emailed end of August as an e-newsletter to our listserv of 7,289 people  
• Google Calendar - Each open house is listed on our website, both on our Google Calendar and as an 

event post 
o 8,113 unique visitors per month, on average 

http://sentinellandscapes.org/federal-programs/
http://sentinellandscapes.org/federal-programs/


• PDE current donors - One-page invitation mailed over Labor Day with fall donor memo to 1,200 
people 

• PDE Mass email on August 17 specific invitation to attend the open house with list of dates 
o Opened by 14.6% of our full listserv (7,289 people), or 1,074 readers 
o *Follow up email sent out to full listserv on September 25 

• Twitter - Each one will be posted on Twitter using eight tweets that tag each meeting venue 
o 1,499 followers as of today 

• Facebook - Each state's open houses will be posted using three posts that tag each meeting venue 
o 3,364 likes as of today 

• Linked-in - Posted on August 22  
o 232 followers as of today 

• Updates given by staff at other group's meetings (i.e., William Penn meetings, Delaware Bayshore 
Council, etc)  

• Partners are also promoting via email, website, social media, etc. 
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